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ABSTRACT

The vibrationally excited states of polyatomic

molecules containing XH' moeities have been examined. 
, ,.,,,,,.

Anharmonic couplj-ng among the normal modes of vibration has

been investígated, quantitatively, by assuming the XH oscil-
lators in the molecule vibrate anharmonically, but essentially 

:.;;.
independently. The position of the overtone band maxima for '"'t"1,,

benzene, ammonia and methane hrere predicted using this assump- ,r.,,.,,

tion when fuI1 account was taken of the technique of super-

imposing oscillator amplitudes. Off-diagonal anharmonic

normal-mode coupling constants, XKL, were found to be much l

llarger than heretofore predicted in recent force constant cal- ,:

culations. The coupling effects were so large that it seems 
i

unreasonable to think of overtone bands as arising from trans-
itions from t,he ground state to a set of symmetry allowed,

anharmonic, normal-oscillator states. By assuming that local-
oscillator excitation is a more probable type of transitionran 

:r,,:.,.',i,

explanation of band, maxima and band width in the experimental 
,,.,1,.,,i.
.,1,:: 

r¡,:,,

overtone spectra is possible. This assumption is tested for :

ammonia and dichloromethane. The v""=5 and 6 transitions were

observed for dichloromethane at 7223 and 6165 R respective-

fy. To generalize the theory to include molecul-es with non- ,.,..'

equivalent CH groups the overtone spectra of toluene and the

xylenes \^rere recorded and aspects of the structure of their

CH overtone bands discussed and correlat,ed to their primary



molecular structures. The gas phase spectra of methane and

ethane, recorded using apparatus described in the aÞElendix

lend further support to the proposal that overtone spectra

for these types of molecules are simpler than expected on a

normal-mode basis.

A problem wi-th the formulation of the RRKM unimolecular

reaction rate expression is identified. The effect of an-

harmonicity on the RRKM calculations is investigated ín
relation to the general local-mode theory.

In the appendix, a stainless steel, high pressure gas

line, linking a gas cylinder with a gas cell is described and

a convenient mode of operation given so that the infrared
spectra of gases at high pressure may be obtained.

(7)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTÏON

Analysís of infrared and Raman spectra has led to
the determination of the structure of many molecules (1).

The eigenstates of the molecular vibrational Hamiltonian,

the normal modes, depending on theír symmetry will t or will
not absorb or scatter a photon according to well established

selection rules (2). Most of the experimental data in the

fundamental regions of the infrared spectra can be under-

stood, rather completely, by assuming that a polyatomic

molecule consists of a set of 3N-6 (5) coupled harmonic

oscillators orientated, one with respect to the other,

according to the ground state equilibrium vibronic Aeometry.

The resulting stationary states, the normal modes, then be-

come a convenient basis set or point of reference for the

analysis of any physical phenomena involving the vibrational
manifold of states.

It has always been recognized., however, that all
vibrations of a molecule can not'be sìmultaneously harmonic

under all conditions for in this case there could never be a

thermal dissociation of a bond. The molecular pot,ential

'within which the nuclei move' is not a quadratic form and
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its deviation from this mat.hematical structure is referred
to as mechanical anharmonicity. The primary effects of
anharmonicity result from the destruction of the Hermite

polynomial character of the basis functions. The physical

results of the modification to the vibrational wave functions
can be summarized;

1) Normal modes are no longer the stationary states
of the vibrational Hamiltonian.

2) Previously forbidden transitions in infrared and

Raman spectra become allowed to some extent.

3) Chemical reactions involving bond breaking (aside

from predissociative type reactions) become possible. An-

harmonicity, therefore, is an extremely important concept

since much chemistry cannot be ad.equately described on a
molecular basis without it.

The work here is divided into two sections. The

first section is comprised of a study of polyatomic anharmon-

icity, probed theoretically and spectroscopically. The ideas,

specifically the concept of local modes, are used in a

stightly different way to generate a different fir,st order

description of overtone spectra. The basic ideas are those

of Henry and Siebrand (1). The latter part, of this work

represents a departure from tradiLional theory of overtone

spectra (3) in that the representations of the excited state
energies are generated almost without the use of the concept

of normal modes at all. This involves a certain degree of
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parameterization but the assumptions required seemed at arl
times physically meaningful.

The final chapter consists of a short survey of
RRKM unimolecular reaction theory with an emphasis on a
problem with the analytical setup of the theory. The effect
of anharmonicity on aspects of the theory is discussed.

Thís section represents an attempt to find out where and how

information about vibrationally excited states might be used

to extract chemically useful information.
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A. NORMAL MODES AS A BASIS

In this introductory chapter some aspects of experi-
mental overtone spectra are discussed in order to point out 

,,:::
in a concrete fashion what is to be investigated and why . ',".'

Because of the relatívely high intensity of XH overtone

transitions relat,ive to overtone transitions of lower freq- 
,.,...;r.

uency oscillators, and because of the importance of XH ,,,,,

oscillators in the theory of radiationless transitions (4), 
.;

it is, for the most part., the excited. states of these oscil- "'"."

lators that are studied here. Because of the low atomic

weight of H relative to carbon or nitrogen the results of
this study do not necessarily represent those of a typical
oscillator in a polyatomic molecule and extrapolation of the

results here to other types of molecules, not containing

these xH- moeities, would be dangerous. v[ith this qualifica-n

tion in mind, what'general features of overtone spectra might

one expect using anharmonic normal modes as one t s point of 
.,,,i,,,,

reference?

The combination bands in substituted benzene rings
in the regions between 1600 and 2000.*-1 have long been

used in qualitative analysis as an indicator of the substitu-
t.ion pattern or the symmetry of the molecule (1) . This is
illustrative of one of the criteria for the assignment of
overtone and combination bands in polyatomic molecules,

namely that the symmetries of the excited states must be
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appropriate for absorption. rn the general sense of this
statement this is of course true but to assume symmetries

based on ground state calculations for the excited states of
the real molecule may not be realistic (see the discussion
of couplings in Chapter 2). fn fact all symmetry allowed

transitions have been expected to appear in the overtone

spectrum with intensities varying from transition to transi-
tion because of the effects of mechanical and electrical
anharmonicity as well as other higher order interactions.
As for benzene derivatives this concept has read to the

assignment of overtone bands in many molecules. The classic
example has been the first overtone of the 667 .*-1 transi-
tion in co. which 'steals intensity' from the fundamental atz

-'l1300 cm - which has the same symmetry. The higher order
perturbation, 'Fermi Resonancer gives the overtone anomalously

high intensity relative to the fundamental (6).

The point here is that the normal-mode ref,erence

system seems to be a very adequate first order basis on which

to understand the complexities of these overtone spectra.

For XHn overtones, for example, in methane the Av"n=3 over-
tone structure has been assigned based on the assumption that
it is composed of three infrared allowed anharmonic normal-

mode CH stretch components (7, g). It is important to point
out here that overtones and combinations of nearly degenerate

anharmonic normal modes of vibration should tend to ever in-
creasingly spread out in energy at higher and higher energies
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as \dill be shown in detail in chapter two. Thus one might

expect , for the higher and higher overtones , a complicated

series of bands or a very broad single band (íf the compon-

ents were not resolvable). This is índeed observed (l) for
molecules in the lower overtone regions.

There are two problems however. How can one calcu-
late the complex couplings between modes in polyatomj_c

molecules? Secondly, given Lhat t,he anharmonic couplings

might be quite large, does this affect the degree to which

the overtone spectra can be understood using normal modes as

a first order basis?

The second of these problems has not been discussed

to any degree in the lit,erature on overtone spectra except

perhaps implicitly. Normal modes are assumed the point of
reference even for higher overtones where anharmonic coup-

lings can be very large indeed. The first of the problems

has been worked on from two angles, and is discussed at
length in chapter two.

The logic of chapter two therefore will be as folIows.
The computation of normal-mode anharmonic coupling constants

will be investigated. The results of these calculations, in
conjunction with some experimental data will then be used to

derive a rather different first order description of XH'

overtone spectra which has many simplifying characteristics,
both from a conceptual and comput,ationar point of view.
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CHAPTER 2

POLYATOMIC ANHARMONTC ITY

The role of vibrational degrees of freedom in
determining thermodynamic, spectroscopic and chemical prop-
erties of polyatomic molecules has been recognized for some

time. rn fact, the harmonic oscillator is one of the most

fundamental models in physics and chemical physics for many

types of physicar processes. The classical solutj-on to the
equations of motion for a set of coupled harmonic oscillators,
wíth its eigenfunctions, the normal modes of vibration,
forms the basis for how most chemists think about the mole-

cules they synthesize and probe by the physical tools avail-
able to them.

If you assume a potential between two nuclei of
which the second derivative with respect to int.ernuclear
separation is constant and similarly couple these nuclei to
others in the polyatomic molecule, the stationary states of
such a system are an orthonormal set of functions which

themselves are uncoupled and each of which correspond to the
system moving in simple harmonic motion with each nucleus

vibratíng with the same frequency (!). Furthermore because

the vibratíonal Hamiltonian and the operator corresponding
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to any symmetry operation of the point group of the equili-
brium configuration of the molecule commute, the eÍgen-
functions of normal modes are symmetry adapted.

These two concepts of symmetry and harmonicity will
take one a long way in assigning fundamental frequencies in
infrared and Raman spectra but are not of unlimited useful-
ness in understanding the physical processes which involve
molecular vibrations. For example as mentioned before the
very fact that oscill-ators will d.issociate implies harmonic

potentials are but a first approximation. Deviation from

this harmonic approximation is generally referred to as

anharmonicity. rt is to t,his deviation that the dissocia-
tion phenomena and overtone intensity in absorption spectra
owe their origins in our current model of the polyatomic

molecule.

How does one include the

in the description of a vibrating
will anharmonic couplings have on

vibrational Hamiltonian? Or more

stand the motion of the nuclei in
force field?

effects of anharmonicity

molecule? What effect
the eigenfunctions of the

simply, how do we under-

an other than harmoníc

The concept of anharmonicíty can be introduced on a
more rigorous but st.ill an intuitive basis as folrows. This

basis will illustrate the origins of the approach to an-

harmonicity in polyatomics taken in this work.
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Expressed ín terms of normal coordinates the
harmonic oscillator potential energy matrix is diagonal.
rnternal coordinates do not form an orthogonal set but in
practice it is often assumed that the normal coordinate
force constants tij may be obtained by a simple unitary
transformation s, from rocal coordinates assumed orthogonal
to normal coordinat,es (2) i

-'tSfS-=F (2.r)

where F = matrix of normal coordinate force
constants

f = matrix of local or internal coordinate

force constants

S = orthogonal transformation from internal
coordinates to normal coordinates

The s matrix is obtained from symmetry considerations,
neglecting internal coordinate overlap, if the molecule has

symmetry. A very close analogy may be found in the Huckel

treatment of p" orbitals in pi systems where symmetry can

simplify the calculation of the stationary state of the
approximate Hamiltonian (9). Many other approximations are

used to try to simplify the form of the normal coordinates
in qualitative work (for example the separation of high fre-
quency modes of the same symmetry). Once the F matrix has

been found the stationary states of the approximate Hamilton-

ian are found by matrix methods as described in the classic



book by wilson, Decius and cross (2). For the purposes of
this discussion however attention is focussed on the poten-

tial surface alone.

For anharmonic oscillators however the transforma-
-1tj-on sfrs - no longer diagonalizes the force constant matrix

because of the appearance of new terms in the vibrational
Hamiltonian. For harmonic oscillators

Also for the harmoni_c

is constant and hig

matrix for example,

order terms in the potential energy

I 
-taïl QiQiQi' i>"'" zero. similarlv

Q, constant

(2 .4)

(2.5)

Fii (Qi) = #l Qj rQk constant (2 .2¡

and the potential energy corresponding to this term is

Ui (Qi) = Ui
(2.3'.)Q=Qi

where Q. is a normal coordinate whose contribution to the
total energy of the system is exactly separable from those

of other degrees of freedom. Thus

3N-6 (5)
utotu.l = u = iÀr ui = Ì"rle = ei

oscillator

- fFii(oir = fu.r(#j"Ï = ,,;{:') = oü

her

the separability of contributions requires even the quad.-

ratic off diagonal potentials to vanish;
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ðr'(e-) _ -a âv(e,ì
-'-1 

'

Ae, ¿ - ãõ, ãõ. L' = 0 since (0i) in no way
- -3 -J -r-

depends on O. .--l

For the anharmonic oscillator however, where the e,
are no longer considered as infinitesimally small and where

cubic and other higher order terms in the potential energy

expressj-on are no longer zero, the pot,ential energy operator

U can be expanded in a multicoordinate Taylor series ex-

pansion

[J = Xui(Qi) + I Au I O.,i r_ r_ i mrlQi... ,

*l ll *. loio: (2.6), 2i i j aoiäQj lor=ér=o \¿.o)

:

. I r x r a3u lo.o.o.* r: i j k eao,aool ;i;];_ = o

These terms, evaluated at 0i, Qj = Orare all constants
'.t,',, ,_,,(non zero or otherwise) and thus some of the corresponding 
.,, .,.matrix elements which contribute to the potential energy .,,,,,,,,..,,;

would look like , Bi j n (r I 
nrni e:.er I -) and ro

perturbation terms like' 
å, (, lgr:¡ nrliS-lii\(3' I "' 

' 

*)
u '.1_

where Bi3kr : Ëf ,n, aok ð01 lo. =Qj=Qk=Ql:0

X,-, 0i are normal mode product \^rave functions

^ = âfu I*ijk aai aQ-i âOk I ei = ej = ek = o
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In particular the last two terms in (2.6) show that the
potential energy, or the force rconstant' matrix will no

longer be diagonal in a normal coordinate basis since the
energy is no longer a sum of terms, each of which depends

on the coordinates of only one normal oscillator. This
important fact gives rj-se to the same mathematicar problems

as including the electron repulsion terms |, . in the elec-
r_ltronic Hamiltonj_an. (irtote that the non-diagónaI character

of the normal mode based matrix does not imply that there
is no coordinate system which wilr diagonalize the matrix,
although the principal axis system might appear to change

as energy of excitation increases because of the simplifÍ-
cations made while t,rying to visuarize the diagonalizing
coordinates in t,erms of molecular structure. )

There are basically two approaches to the problem

of eigenvalues for anharmonic states which are tractable
from a practical point of view.

r) rnclude the tiiLQiQiQu, biitr oiajQ:.Qr, etc., terms

in the vibrational potential and carry out a perturbation
calculation to find the eigenstates of an approximate

Hamiltonian. The eigenvalues are then used to generate

energy differences which correspond to the observables.

2) Take a numerically orientated approach by fit.ting
the experimental data to as low an order polynomial in
vj , v+, the vibraLional quantum numbers for an unknown setIJ
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of coordinatesr âs is possible, and search for a set of
coordinates which best satisfy the conditions or parameters

observed in experiment. (This is the same procedure in
principle as the wilson FG matrix method which generates

force constants and 'normal' modes from frequency data ex-

cept here the form of the modes can be more general.)

An obvious disadvantage to this second approach is
that if the set of coordinates is not simple one may never

find an unambiguous set numerically. The principal axis
system could appear to change with state energy in a more

complicated way t,han the simple Hermite polynomials so that
a polynomiar fitting may be impossible. Also this approach

is certainry not part of a coherent development of the theory
from first principles. However, for such a complicated

question this is perhaps to be expected. The hope in this
second approach is that the coordinate of best fit will have

a physical interpretation which can then be applied directly
in calculations for another reratively unrerated molecule.

The first approach, which has appeal in its organi-
zation and. deductive structure has the difficulty that the

expected size of the perturbat.ion (on physical grounds) is
so large that even second order perturbation correctíons are

insufficient. The perturbatj-on modified wavefunctions would

be very complex to work out and it would be dífficult to see

if the new diagonalized coordinate system has a simple
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physical interpretation. Also there is not even any guar-
antee that the perturbation series will converge at all.

A common variation on the first approach, necess-

ítated by the obtainability of data, gives a clue as to the
type of poLential expression that might be looked for in
the second. rnstead of trying to obtain the potential sur-
faces and thus the ar-or br*r..,, etc. directly from experi-
ment, frequency data is fitted to an energy expression which
lumps cubj-c and quartic terms in the energy matrix together
and neglects other higher order terms. Although very much

like the second approach this mode of dearing with the
problem has the advantage that all the results have an in-
terpretation in terms of the perturbation expansion of the
normal-mode basis set.

The energy i-s now written (instead of as in (_6,) ) as

E=E +XoK 'r4 'l * iuï,'*'" *i" (2.7)

Here the Xfl" can be written in terms of aijO and biiff etc.,
but there are fewer parameters (and also less detailed infor-
mation about Èhe potential surfaces) so that with the aid of
isotope data these constants can sometimes be obtained

spectroscopically. Generally there still is a problem be-

cause the xfl" are quite large and a self consistant set may

not be a unique set. The amount of spectroscopic data is
generally insufficient except for very small molecules.
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This illustrates why it. is important to try to relate the

constants to structure since there is no other obvious way

to establish whether or not a given set of xfl" are reason-

able. (It may seem unreasonable for a term v^v"xfl" to :i, ,,

satisfactorily account for cubic terms .ijL in the potential
energy expression. However second order perturbation theory
(since all cubic first order terms are zero by symmetry) 

.:,,.,,,,.,,

gives the quantum numbers coming out in pairs in the energy :r:'::':r':

expression. For example a typical energy term looks like (2) ¡ '';,,',-','

ak.*2 (v*+1) (v*+1) (v"+1) - vnv"v* =

(2.8)
aklm' (v^+à) (v"+%) + (vr+1) (v*+%) + (v*+%) (v*+à) + u

ït is these groupings into pairs which makes the polynomíaI

expansion;

f, = Iv.e? + lv?x.. + r lv.v.x.
i r_ r_ i i_ r_r_ L>rj , 

- j--ij (2.9)

theoretícally exact to second order so that terms such as ,,.,,,,',' 
,

.,t ,

v., v-v,_Y., ,,_ do not appear in this approximation. ) .,,,,;,,,,l_ I K a]K -!-r ---- -r5- Y-v"' 
' .... :.....

Approach 2 abandons the perturbation theory relations
between the X., and th" .ijL, biSLt etc., and, concentrates

on the mathematical form of (2.9). More specifically, a

simprified form of (2.9) is fit to experimental data and a

set of parameters E?, x*.. generated. These parameters arel-' rl
then used to generate more overtone frequencies which act
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as checks on the self consistanc¡z of the set of parameters.

The work described here tries to g'enerate a set of X, .

which are essentially transferable from molecule to molecule,

given a set of simplifying assumptions. Normal mode coup- _

ling constants are not even approximately transferable .'A1so',
this information gives ríse to a new understanding of vi-
brationally excited states. An account of the route to the

theory as it, stands presently is given below.
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A. XH OSCILLATORS -LOCAL MODES AND TNFRJ\RED SPECTRA

Attention in this work is focussed on XH oscir_ra-
tors in poryatomic molecules. Their role as acceptor modes

i-n the theory of radiationless transitions is closely linked
up with the Franck condon overlap factor which is maximized.
for anharmonic modes of large frequency (lowest possible change in
vibrational quantum number ) (10). Thus the understanding of
this dynamícal process may be enhanced if the anharmonic
problem for even XH oscillators is better understood. Their
frequency makes separability of Èheir contribution to the
potential energy a good approximation since modes of widely
different frequency do noÈ mix appreciably,

i.e.,

where

are normal modes of vibration,

as the appearance of the delta E in the denominator of the
first order correction to a normal mode wave funcLion irlus-
trates. This separability and high frequency also makes the
xH oscillator overtone and combination progression in an

infrared or Raman spectrum particularly easy to identífy and

thus study in a relative degree of isolaÈion. The simplicity
of the theory of Iocal modes is very much linked up with the

v
i

tr:)

lr)

xi lv1
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fact that H is such a light. atom making the separability
assumptions which are outlined below very good assumptions.
For heavier atoms y the xy vibrations t ot rather modes

containing these vibrations, are not separable but even

still coupring information may be rost in the overtone
spectra because of lack of resolution under conditions
necessary to observe the spectra. A demonstration of the
insensitivity of t,he observables to coupling information
will be shown in some det.ail in the work beIow. Thus the
theory here lacks generality, but this does not detract
seriously from its usefulness.

The usefulness of considering eigenvalues of a

particular vibrational Hamiltonian from a local mode point
of view lies in these intermodal couplings. consider a one

dimensj-onal system of two identical, coupled, anharmonic

oscillators, 
"1, sz. For infinitesimal amplitudes of vibra-

tion this coupling will give rise to two stationary states
of the vibrational Hamiltonian, the normal modes of vibration,
Qr, and Q, where

Ql = N(sr* Sr)
(2.10)

Qz = N(sr- sz)

and N is a normalízation constant. For very large vibration-
a1 amplitudes, however, local mode couplingr orr physical
grounds must play a smaller role in determining the eigen-
states of the molecular Hamiltonian relative to diagonal
couplings since the large ampritude vibration corresponding
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to dissociaLion leads to a physical separation of what \^lere

two coupled oscillators. This will become more explicit as

the expression for the energy in the system is written down

first in terms of normal coordinates and then in terms of
local coordinates to the order of approximation described

above. In terms of normal coordinates as in (Z.g)

E:E (2.7)o*i"F 'K t *3"t*t"*KL+"'

rn terms of local modes, (the basis of the normal mode

description) ;

Er=Eo+lt$ri
l_

(2.e)

The energy of the system is independent of the basis set
used to describe itrso thatrE = Er and (2.7) and. (2.9) may

be equated. The .lj are harmonj-c coupling terms, not equal

to zero Ln the case of loca1 modes since the potential enexgy

even in the harmonic approximation is not diagonalized. The

Eo is the zero point energy and the XXI "rd Xij are the

normar mode and loca1 mode anharmonic couplings respectively.
since these couplings depend on the frequency dífference be-

tween Èhese locar modes, and here, these local oscillators are

identical, the o.. should be small. Also the c.. are of the

order (t*t*)L so for all practical purposes this whole har-' r- J'
monic coupling term can be neglected. This approximation is
retaj-ned in future arguments (3).

+ X X c=, ûJ.. + X X v.v. X..+...
i>j r-l r-l i>j r- I -r-1.
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consider the specific case of benzene with its six
equivalent cH oscillators. For reasons mentioned earlier
the modes are assumed separabre from the normal modes of
vibration; some 3N-12=2 4 of them. symmetry then requires
all the x.,. and Lr"r., to be equivalent and also there arel-l_ l- - --

symmetry restrictions on the xrr. Thus the number of un-

knowns in the local mode representatj_on is considerably less
than that in the normal mode representation. rn principle,
the X- - being associated with the interaction betweenr-l

'chemical bonds', should be easier to estimate than the mere

difficult *Xl, couplings. The .qrri-r"t"nce relationship,

i "F,* * irï, 'K'L xKL c,.ûJ.. + I Iv.v. X..1l r_l i>j r_ I al

(2.11)
will allow the xn" to be expressed in terms of the x.. to
t.he approximat,ion mentioned above. The application of
(2.rL) is considered in some detail since t.he method will
prove quite general in apprication from molecule to molecule.

In using (2.LI) there are two cases which can arise
in general.

t. Each excited normal mode may have the same number of
quanta of excitation energy in it and similarly for the cor-
responding locaI mode excitation. That is, all the v* are

either equal or zero and alt v. are either equal or zero.
Then (2.II) breaks down to two equations; one linear in v and

one quadratic in v;

:Xv.4o.+IX
.l_l_
l- l-J
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Nrtx = Niti

r x tKtLxKL = l-l titj*ij (2.13)K>L i>j

where the N^, and N, equal the number of normal modes and

locaI modes excited. Substituting (2.L2) into (2.L3) one

obtains

(2.r2)

1' ,i',t,,l:

(2.14)i,i (H)' Xx,, - i,î *rj = o

The values for N, and N* are easily obtained by writing down

the normar coordinates in terms of a linear combination of
local coordínates. For exampre, in benzene the totally sym-

metric normal cH vibrational wavefunction may be written,

Qa- = L/ rc)4 (sr+s2+s3+su+su+s.) (2.15)
l-g

where the si represent internal coordinates corresponding to
CH stretching bond displacements. Here NK,/Ni = I/6. Since

a11X'.areegualandsymmetryrequiresa11correSpondingX,=
l_l- r--------¿ ---a----- vvr/v¡¡s¿¡¿v,tij 

,

to be equal and thus (2.L4) gives,

x r (o) 2xxr, - l_l *ij = o
K>L i>j

(2.L6)

36X* = 6Xrr + 6Xtz + 6Xra + 3Xru

The other cH stretching coordinates in complex form for
benzene are given by,
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L6
QL= 6' exp (2¡riL(j-l)/6)Si

J=a . (2 .L7 )

where f, = 1, 2, ...5

rn a similar fashion, anharmonicity relations for non

degenerate vibrations can be written with little dif-
ficulty. Degenerate vibrations and. combination modes pre-
sent a problem, however and must, be treated more carefully.

vibrational anharmonicity constants for d.egenerate

vibrations are generated. in an averaging process which

treats the left hand side of (2.rr) as if both members of
the degenerate pair vrere equally excited. splitting of
degeneracy is neglected and the average values are used.

because experiment does not warrant a more detailed treat-
ment which includes the effects of Fermi resonance for
example.

2- rn averaging procedures such as the above the super-
position of normal modes can lead to unequal local mode

excitation as in the case of the methane cH stretch modes.

There an averaging involving the triply degenerate mod.e

QT, Q1,rQ1,,Yields,

Q1 + Q1,' * Q1,, = 1(3rt - 12 - 13 - 14) (2.L9) 
,

where the rt represent internar stretchíng coord.inates.

Here although v* = v1r = vrr, (2.Lg)

it is not the case that vt = v2 = v3 = v4 Q"2O)
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so that, Niti = NKtK is not applicable. A solution to this
problem lies in the relationship between the classical and

quantum mechanical harmonic oscillator. The quantum re-
strj-ctions on the oscillator's motion do not affect, except

for a very smal1 nonclassical penet.ration into the potential
barrier, the classical limits or amplitudes of motion. That

is, t,he potential energy at the turning points of the motion

is proportional to the square of the amplitude of vibration.
specifically, to excite a local mechanical harmonic oscil-
lator with an amplitude of three times that of another with
an equivalent harmonic force constant, then nine t.imes the
energy or nine quanta of excitation would have to be put
into the first oscillator relative to the second. That is
the semi-classical Hooke/s Law identity,

e) t(ri - r.)' = (v + 4)hv. (2.2L)

would suggest a relationship (r - r") t,{ k + >r)4. The

conservation of energy restriction as in (2.21) is controlled
by the normalÍzation of the wave functions such that if

Ia-,eK=l
KI\J

then since Q. and s

t,his approximation,

rla*12 
=

b. s.J7

r l¡* l'
Jaj

-: are assumed to form orthonormal sets in
J

it follows that

(2.22)

(2.23)
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This is easily shown by multj_plying (2.22) by ¡ afe and
1 ¿-L

integratirg, t,hen the complex conjugate of (2.22) by X b*s_
m mm

and integrating and then comparing the results.

i l"Kl'= î î "îo, (n, lsj> (2.24)

(2.26)

Qa- = G/6)h (sr*s2+s3+s,**ss+s.)
Ig 

z.-3 -¡+'-5'-6', (2.15)

the relationship connecÈing normal mode anharmonicity con-

stants to loca1 mode anharmonicity constants (2.L6), can be

(r "i'rft "^'t = (l "t")G ,j=)

similarly r lr, l'=ålb*'î(rl")

,K = IrKl,

Using this with (2.15)

The Q and s are real, Hermite, porynomials so that the over-
lap integrals are real and therefore (2.23) holds. But for
local and normal oscillators of almost the same frequency

(2.1-J-) still gives that.

X ro = I v- (2.25)
K'1 jJ

and comparison of (2.23) and (2.25) further suggest an

id.entif ication,
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reproduced as Ì,rell as all the other equal excitation mode

combinations. But using (2.26) in (2.l-I) makes the quali_
fícation of egual excitation as in (2.L3) unnecessary and.,

i''é'n * iri'K'L xKL = Ì'S'i . Ì T "rrr-
(2.11)

+ I I v.v. X..
i>j r- I al

can be used directly

Thus the anharmonici-ty relationshíp generated by (2.L8) is
just

XTT = (14xrr+ 5Xrr)/I6 e.27)

with only an average X'f defined and where Xr z= Xl g= X, u.. .

= x3,* by symmetry. This generalizat.ion of the relation
generating procedure allows any excitation (subject to the
qualifications below) to be used as a generator.

The equívalence relations for benzene, therefore
reduce to,

xAA = (2Xtt + 2Xr, + 2Xte * xr )/tZ
xAB = (6xr 

' 
+ 6xr g 2xr, - xr 4) /6

Xcc = (2xtt * Xr, * Xre * X, )/e (2.28)

XCD = (6Xrr + 3Xr, - Xr 2 - Xt+)/A

XAC = (10X1r - 2XtJ/3
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subject to the following assumptions,

v-\t
^cc - ^cct

xcc = "c'c' = XDD = XD'D' XcD = xcD'

xcc' = xDD,

v
^cD - ^c,Dt

v-v
^cDt - ^ctD

XAC=XAC,=XBD=XBD,

xAc = xAD (2 . zg)

xAD=XAD,=xBc=xBC,

based upon the number of locaI mode excitations generated

by a linear superposition of these normal- modes and where

ArB are singly degenerat,e and crD doubly degenerate normal

modes of vibration. (a more complete discussion of benzene

modes can be seen in (3).)

OVERTONE INTENSITY

To put relation s (2.28) into use in interpreting
ï.R. overtone spectra, xíj must be assigned and also some

sort of intensíty scheme for the formally forbidden tran-
sitions must be worked out. Both these problems are rea1ly
ones of an ongoing nature and this study represents only
initial attempts to understand them.
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Because the x¡ are so closely linked with chemical

bonds in this model and especially since XH oscillators are
physically suited to the various separability assumptions,

an identification is made with the diatomic Morse oscillator.
For two diatomics, the dissociation energy, fundamental fre-
quency and anharmonicity are related (l);

.,,=(ù') (#) xcH (2.30)

All the quantities on the right hand side of (2.30) have been

measured. (for benzene) and therefore x1 r the 1ocal mode

diagonal anharmonicity constant is determined. (Originally
this was treated as a parameter and artered to give the best
fit to experimental results. ) As is shown later the off-
d.iagonal local mode coupling constants x12r xrg, xru do not
affect the band maxima sígnificantry and the physical separa-
tion of the cH oscillators suggest the initial approximation

that

Xr, = Xtg = Xl.+ = 0 (2 . 31)

The theoreticar imprications of such an assumption in an

absolute sense are unbearable in the light of experimental

evidence concerning thermal chemical reactions, but if the
overtone spectra are insensitive to substantial changes in
the x.,-, then (2.31) is a reasonable starting point. There-r_J

fore all the normal mode anharmonicity constanLs

Xg;qr XBBr XCC' XAC, etc.r cêrrr be numerically evaluated
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given (2.3L) and (2.30). As will be discussed more criti-
cally lat.er, this determination of alr the X*" from a force
constant calculation is almost always in consid.erable error
( i.e., XKL, .R I L is usually underestimated ).

The question of overtone j-ntensity is more dif-
ficult to deal with. There are two interd.ependent factors
to consider ; the symmetry of the excited vibration and the
transition moment i-ntegral (which is zero for harmonic

oscillator multiple excitations, because of the properties
of the Hermite polynomials). Effectively mechanical an-

harmonicity removes the Hermite polynomial character from

the excited state vibrational wavefunctions and thereby

introduces arlowed character to'forbidden transitions'.
(Electricar anharmonícity is not considered here since the

intensity from this source is very sensitive to details of
the excited state function. )

The symmetry of an overtone (combination) state
function is obtained assuming components of the excited.

state are separable (can be written as a product of single
coordinate functions) which is clearly not the case (strict-
ly) if off diagonal XKL are non zero. The method is
straightforward and is described in t.he classic book by

Vüilson, Decius and Cross (Z). The only point needing some

intuitive clarification ís in the consideration of the

symmetry of overtones of degenerate vibrations. Here the
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symmetry species of a mode containingf more than one quantum

of excitation is not found by decomposing the direct product

representation of the overtone species with itself (n times).
since this is how one is used to dealing with the symmetry

of product functions (decomposing the direct product repre-
sentation) this may seem puzzlíng. If one works from first
principles, consídering the effect of a symmetry operation
R on the appropriate functions, there is of course no prob-
lem. An intuitive feeling for why a rsymmetrized, direct
product must be used can be gleaned as follows.

normally requíre an

a symmetry operator

:::.:::t:'Í:í¡. ::::l:..:Ì: :. :r :: :t :: :1.!: :: ::::l

nby
Ron

An n fold degenerate state will
n matrix to describe the effect of
any of its members (lf¡.

R(f (or, e) ) - f (n-1 (gr), n-1 ter) ) (2 .32)

For any product function of an n fold and an m fold d.egener-

ate vibrational function (combination band) an n*m by n*m

matrix is needed to completely describe the effect of a sym-

metry operation on the product function. However the effect
of a symmetry operator on the function corresponding to
multiple excitations of a singre oscillator (degenerate or
nondegenerate) involves a higher order Hermite polynomial in
some coordinat.e rather than a product of polynomials involving
different coordinates. Fewer basis functions and thus a

smaller di-mensional matrix is needed to describe the trans-
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formation. consider as an example the arbitrary set of
triply degenerate normal modes

9t (srrs2rs3) 52 (t, ,r 2 rr 3)

where the s., and r. reÞresent members of the degeneratel_' l_ -r-- --

set. To describe the effect of a symmetry operation on a
product function involving a member from each of these sets

a nine by nine matrix with basis functions srru s1:r2r

srrs, s"t1r etc., is needed but for the product function
involving a member of a set with itself or another member

from that set only a six by six matrix with basis functions
srs' s2s2t sass, s1s2r srsg, szs, is needed. This il1us-
trates why the direct product representation contains re-
dundant information and why a symmetrized direct prod.uct

might be expected, when an overtone of a d.egenerate species

is being decomposed into its irreducibre representatioos.
There is no problem for non degenerate vibrations since

matrices describing their transformation are all one by one

matrices. (The argument above is actually a little mis-
leading since it would lead one to expect that the sym-

metrized direct product when reduced is always contained in
the direct product representation. This problem is removed

by noting that when finding the direct product representa-

tion one is trying to find the effect of symmetry on a

function

Hr (0) * Hr (O) * ... (n times)
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\^/here H is the Hermite porynomial corresponding to mode a
with one quantum of excitation. However when one find.s the
symmetrized direct productrone is trying to find the effect
of symmetry on the function

Hn (Q)

corresponding to the Hermite polynomiar of a mode with v=n.

These are very different functions and would not be expected

to transform identically nor would the reduction of one be

expected a priori to be a subset of the reduction of the
other.) vüith this qualification the need for the symmetrized

direct product may be nore c1ear.

Since t,he state of origin, the ground state, is
totally symmetric then the symmetry adapted direct product

representation must contain an irreducible representation
transforming as one of the three cartesian displacement

vectors in order that a transition (overtone) be at least
symmetry allowed. Recall that even this allowedness is only
within the context of the separability approximation above.

The second factor is the relative intensity of one

symmetry allowed t.ransition as weighted against another;

both involving the same number of quanta of excitation.
This problem in principle involves a complete knowled.ge of
the excited state wave functions. clearly this information
is simply not available and almost nothing is known of
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polyatomic vibrationally excited functions, the ongoing
object of this work. An intuitive intensity factor scheme

was developed by Henry and siebrand in their 196g paper (3)

based on an analogy with the Morse diatomic intensity ex-
pression derived by Scholz r in 1932 (L2) . Scholz !s

equation predicted that the ratio of the intensity of the
vth overtone to the fundamental of a Morse oscillator is
proportj-onal to x|;l. The polyatomíc intensity ratio should
reduce to the diatomic expression if only single oscj_llator
excitation is involved and must fall to zero if two or more

excited oscillators are uncoupled (*X" 0). This last
restriction is not realry applicable sínce it is these
couplings in the normal mode basis which are so large that
the normal mode description breaks down. However the physi-
cal basis of the restriction along with the gradually emerg-

ing importance of Iocal modes in the interpretation of over-
tone spectra will lead to interesting insights into intensity
selection rules. off-diagonal mode couplings give rj-se to
many problerirs and are much more difficurt to deal with than

diagonal couplings, but their importance to the physical pro-
cesses involved in a photophysical process can not be over-
looked.

Therefore Henry and siebrand constructed a binary
weighting factor as follows. 'oFor the components of a given
overtone all binary combinations of the anharmonic coupling
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constants are formed subject to the restriction that the
two components have at least one vibration in common. For

the overtones corresponding to quantum number yt each an-

harmonicity is raised to the power (v-I) /2 so that each term

will be of degree (v-1) . " They illustrate the procedure with
the example for benzene where mode A has two quanta, mode B

one and one in mode D. The weíghting factor J is then;

binary combinat.ions AA AB, AA AD, AA AB, AA AD,

AB AD, AB AB, AB BD, AB BD, AB AD,

AD AD, AD AD, AD BD

(most easily written by assigning each quanta of excitation a

number and forming the binary combinations of these with at
least one conmon integer: 12 13, 12 14, 12 23, L2 24,13 L4,
13 23, L4 24, L4 34, 13 34, 23 34, 23 24, 24 34.) since
\7 r7

^AD - ^BD

J: 2(*ooxo")3/z + 2(*aoXoo)3/z + 4(*a"*oo)3/z

+ (xABxAB) 3/2 + 3 (xaoxe¡ )3/z .Q 
'33)

Using the J's as ordinates for a component of frequency

computed from (2.9) r ân absorbance curve, the logarithm of

the Lorentzian Cauchy product curve was generated (13);

f : ro exp(-x t/ I + *! {v - xr)')) (2.34)

where x, is J for that component, the relative peak height,

x2 is the frequency of the band center as computed from (2.9)
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and x3 is rel-ated to the halfwidth by; halfwidth = 2/xst
that is, at a given v for each component in a band the ex-
pression in brackets in (2.34) was evaluated and the result_
ant numbers summed to give a number proportional to the ab-
sorbance at frequency .v . The bandwid.th was treated as a
parameter which was adjusted so that resolution of individual
components in a band was lost as was observed experimentally.*

Combining (2.34) , (2.33, , (2.3I) , (2.29) , (2.28) ,

and (2.9) with the symmetry restrictions mentioned and using
two parameterized values of x1 1 r Henry and siebrand generated

a series of band maxima for the av = 1 to Âv = 6 overtone
bands in benzene. Their numerical results are included in
table (2.t¡ with the calculations subsequently described
herein.

Footnote The termrbandfit, used in this report, is a term which
refers to the procedures and computer program which
construct Gaussian or other named functions around
maxima in line spectra.

:t 4 computer program for the bandfit written by
Pitha and Jones (13) was modified to include the total óal-
culation of energGs and anharmonicities as well as t,he actual
fitting procedure. The changes were straightforward and are
not described further here.
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B. PROBLEM OF PHASE COTNCIDENCE

The 'best' set of normal mode anharmonicity con-

stants generated in (3) \^/ere with a value of Xrr= -55.2 cm-L,

X¡;1 = -g.2 .*-1

XCD = -82.8

XAB = -55.2

XCC = -18.4

XAC = -184.0
(2.3s)

The paramount importance of the off-diagonal couplings in
the normal mode representationr âs expected, h/as the most

clear indication of the importance of reconsidering the
nature of overtone spectra. The band maxima (tabte (2.1))

agreed remarkably well with experiment considering the
crudeness of the model.

A1thoughasimi1artreatmentwasfoundtobesucceSS-
ful for the oH vibrations of Hr' (14), attempts to generalize 

,,1,,,,,,,,.,.,the procedure in order to obt.ain anharmonicity constants for ,''',,,:'
--4.:, 

.: t,::.the XH vibrat,ions of other polyatomic molecules met with ,,,.,,,',,.,,, ,,,': :

some difficulties. These difficulties arose from the necess-

ity of having to make specific phase desjgnations for the

normal modes in obtaining transformation equations from nor- :.:' ,, ,.:
: ,,"',,'i:.., r.

mal to local-mode anharmonicity constants.

To demonstrate the d.ifficulty involved, consider a

simple model consisting of N equivalent IocaI modes, labeled
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1 through N, which are assumed to be completely decoupled.

from the rest of the molecule. Assuming further that the

molecul-e has only twofold symmetry elements r vrê obtain from

these local modes n nondegenerate normal modes ArBrCt... t

by a lj-near transformation. For N larger than two there is
a slight inconsistancy between the equivalence of the N

locaI modes and t,he absence of a more than twofold symmetry

axis. However for our purpose it is sufficíent if the

equivalence holds approximately so that ul, = uJ2 = ... , and

Xrr = X22 = are reasonably accurate approximations. The

approximation is also made, which was found satisfactory in
the case of benzene, that rA = rB = so that ot2= ot3=.=0

and that off-diagonal local-mode anharmonicity constants

X.i+ = 0 (j+i). In order to proceed a set of transformationLJ

coefficients is specified. For simplicity select those cases

where all coefficients are N-lã (overlaps assumed zero in
the local mode basis). The naphthalene molecule is an ex-

ample. In that case it can be seen that every linear combin- ,',',

ation of two normal modes with the same amplitudes yields
N/2 local modesr so that XAB = XAC = '.. for all normal modes

(foIlows directly from the nature of the Drn character

table). More generally each superposition of p normal modes

yields Nr/p loca1 modes if N/p is an integer.

Now applying the methods developed earlier (equa-

tions (2.I2) and (2.13)), equate the vÍbrational energy ex-

pressions in the two representations. Thus from equal
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excitation of p normal modes

prArA + pnlx* + hp(p-l) tå*o" = (iv/p)vror
(2.36)

+ (u,/p) vîx, r

Bþ-r)/2 is the number of possible binary combina-

tions of normal modes eqn. (2.I4))
under the approximations made above this equation is an

identity so terms linear in v can be equated and similarly
terms quadratic in v;

pvA = (N,/p)vr (2 .37 a)

pvåxAA + 1p (p-l)xaerå = (m/p)v?x, r 12.37b)

and substituting (2.37a) ínto (2.37b)¡

pXaa + 4p(p-f) XAB = p3xr r/N

which gives

(2.38)

xAj\ = xt l'lN (2.3e)

for p - 1. using this result in (2.39) it forlows that;

xAB = (2 (p+1),/N) xr r (2.40)

where any value of p such that N/p is an integer ís allowable.
However this result is physically unreasonable unless \l = 2

since ror N) z, xo" would depend on p the number of modes

superimposed in the generating procedure. rn other words,
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this argument does not lead to a unique value of XO" but

leads to a number of values depending on the number of nor-

mal modes used to construct the local modes. The precise

form of (2.40) dependson the details of the model but the

conclusíon that XO" depends on p is much more general. The

reason why the model worked quite well for HrO and benzene

is due to the fact that for these molecules effectively N=2.

Éor water this is immediately obvious. For benzene there are

two nondegenerate and two doubly degenerate modes which mix

pairwise. In general because of the quadratic nature of
equations (2.7) and (2.9) one would expect the model to work

if the normal modes could be grouped into pairs characterized

by a specific Xae.

Look more closely at the method used to derive the

relationships between the normal mode and loca1 mode an-

harmonj-city constants. The energy equivalence expression

which leads to the relation= XKL = f(Xij), (2.LL), was used

with the assumption that the superposition of N normal modes

with specífic phase desi-gnations lead.s to a certaín linear
combination of local modes. In reality the assignment of

specific phase relationships among the normal modes is physi-

caI1y unreasonable. A superposition of normal modes with

random phase relationships should be considered, ín a matter

similar to incoherent wave construction in optics (16). (rfre

synergistic effects of wave amptitude superpositions are
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critical to the understanding of experiment in a wide
variety of physical experiments; especially those of quantum
physics.) If, for example, we designate the local CH

stretching motion i-n benzene at carbon atom i ¡y si, then ,', .

when normal modes A + B are excited the resultant motion in
terms of local modes is probably not (2/3)U (sr*sr+s.).
rnstead the coef f icients of s' s 3 , s s are probably less than 1: ,:...r'-:.(2/3)..andt'hecoefficientsofS2,S4,s6notexact1yequa1

to zero. However as for randomly phased light waves of a ,'..',:.
similar freguency, when only two normal modes are super-
imposed, with due regard for random phase d.ifferences, the i

approximation for constructive interference (similarly for 
i

ldestructive interference) is considerably better than when 
l

four normal modes are superimposed.

consider the superposition of N harmonic oscillators
of only slightly different frequencies. For complete co-
herence;

N
A (t) =* t'oi sin (urrt * ki) = NA, (2.4I)

-L_-L

where A. j-s the amplitude of the wave and N is the number ofl-

modes superimposed. This requires that at some time t*

,it**ki=n¡r/2

or that simultaneously

ti an integer (2.42)

(2 .43)(Þrntr-kr)/ut = (Lrnzn -k2)/u, = = (4nrn -ki)/ui .: ..
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where a1l n. are integers. ff N=2 then (2.43) reduces to;

nrn/2ur = Drn/2u, - kr/u, (2 .44)

where k, characterizes the phase difference between the two

modes or just i

n2 = (ur/ur)n, + (2kr/n) (2 .4s)

there are many choices of k, for which r, and n, are simul-
taneously integers. However ror u)z the probabirity of
simultaneous overlap decreases rapidly for increasing N. rn
other words, for higher N fewer combinations of these phase

constants k= will satisfy (2.43).
l_

Thus as the number of normar modes which are super-
imposed increases, the 'incoherent' \rrave nature of the motions
becomes more important and specific phase assignments a

poorer and poorer approximation. conversely the fewer the
number of normal modes that are employed in any superposition
argument, the better the approximation when a specific phase

designation is made in sett,ing up the energy expression, and

t.he more meaningful the set of constants derived from such a
model.
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C. APPLTCATTON TO BENZENE

The above considerations imply that in the v¡ork

described earlier, the expressions for x* and x"" are exact
(no superpositions needed), those for X"", XDD, XAB, XCD

are fairly good approximations, but that the expressj_on for
xo" derived from the superposition of four normal modes with
specific phase designations, is probably not valid..

Here this anharmonicity constant is treated as a
variable parameter while simultaneously fixing x' via re-
lationship (2.30) thus maintaining the same number of input
parameters (recall that in ( 3)xn was varied to achieve the
fit with experiment). Using the benzene data listed in (3)

(an iterative calcuratj-on of r" from oor and a chosen xac),
the CH data listed by Herzberg (17.) and Dr= L} kcaL/mole
(18), one obtains Xr r= -57.5 cm-l, rather than the value

-1xr r= -55 cm-t obtained by parameterization in ( 3) -57.5 "*-1
is also the varue obtained empirically by Ellis (19). An

earlier study by Barnes and Furweiler (2-o), who fitted over-
tone data t,o the relation,

rm = moo (I-mX) (2.46)

where o is the wavenumber of the radiation absorbed by them qvÐvlvçs

oscillator and ,o and X are constants, gives a value of about
-1-56 cm --
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Using the above value of X,, and the values of
XAA, Xcc, XAB, and X"o, generated by the transformation
equations, x^c was varied to obtain a satisfactory descrip-
tion of the results with a single value of Xoa. Also the re-
sults from'- ( 3 )were extended to the v=7 and v=B bands. The

same technique as used in (3) (described earlier herein)
was used to construct the spectra. The halfwid.ths of the
component Lorentz|an curves for v=7 and v=B were taken the
same as for v=6 (in (3) ), i.e., 350 .*-1 since no overalr
structure was observed with these halfwidths.

In figure (2.7) a plot of the ratio of the experi-
mental and calculated energies for the overtones v=3, 4, s,
6, 7, I is illustrated. The rinearity suggested in this
figure is a real result and not a simplification for the sake

of graphing. Except for v=3, 4 the convergence to the ex-
perimental frequencies for the value of xoa for other cal-
culated overtones is very good. As pointed out, in (3)

ag:reement with experiment is not expected for low v because

of higher resolutj-on where the effects of Fermi resonance,

etc., would probably be observable and not cancel out as

they might be expected to for the many components of a

higher overtone band. The behavior of the curves over the
range of v studied in figure (2.I) would suggest better con-

vergence at the higher overtones which is in agreement with
the above observation. Thus the optimum value of xo" was
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found to be -183.5cm-1 and the results obtained with this
value are shown in table (2.L) along with the previously
calculated results from ( 3.-) and the new results for v=7 and

v=8 using both sets of anharmonicity constants. rt should
be noted that the value of Xo" is not very precise since the
results are insensitive to slight variations of xAc "= can

be seen by the scaling of figure e.f). The agreement with
the experimental values of El1is (table (2.L)) is excellent
and would appear to be well within the expected experimental
error for these broad liquid phase peaks. Thus it appears

' that a single value of xac is capable of giving a satisfactory
explanation of the band centers of the overtone spectrum of
benzene.

':.-:,:..___- -
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Figure (2.L) sensitivity of the calculated cH-stretching
overtone frequencies to variations in the
normal-mode anharmonicity constant XO"
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Table (2.I)

observed and calculated cH-overtone Frequencies in
Benzene ("*-1) .

abdv uoË" u.ãr. u"äf. Componentse

1 3060 3053 3053

2 5 950 5939 5g4o
3 8760 8740 8737
4 LL 430 11 430c 11 411

5 140r5 14oo2c 14 003

6 16 470 16 468 16 458

7 LB 800 18 842 L8 807

8 2L 000 2L 015 2L 025

1

3

I (e)

L4 (20)

2s (42)

37 (7s)

41 (104 )

ss (167)

t Taken from Ref. (19).

b Obtrirred with Xr, = -55.2 cm-l.

c Small dif ferences here from ( 1) a:ie due to a cori:ected error
in statistical weighting.

d Vrl,r"= for XO" : -l-83.5 "*-1.
t v.I,r"" in parenthesis include statistical weighting.
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The new values of the anharmonicity constants
generated by the treatment (to be compared with the values
from (3) given earlier in equation (2.35)) are,

-1Xr, = -57 .5 cm '

x;1;1 = -9 '6
XCD = -86.3 (2 .47 )

i' -57.5^AB -

These constants are changed only slightly from the previous
set. xoo is in a 1itt1e better agreement with the experi-
mental value of L2.6 "*-1 obtained by Burland and Robinson
(see (3)) from an analysis of the cH vibrations in the low

temperat.ure mixed crystal phosphorescense of benzene.

(This number is not directly comparabre because of the de-
pendence of anharmonicity on the med.ium but should serve as

a guide.)

XCC = -I9.2
XAC : -183.5
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D. GENERALTZATTON OF METHOD

A generalization of the approach used in (3) to
calculate anharmonicj-ty constants for molecules consisting
of sets of nearly identical oscillators whose vibrational
motion is approximately independent of the rest of the

molecule would be a good start to testing the understanding

about the way large morecures move in excited vibrational
states. The problem of phase coincidence has been removed

and thus other aspects of the theory can be tested. In
particular smaller morecules would seem the logical choice

to test the effects of the assumption that off-diagonal
local mode couplings can be ignored. A first attempt at
understanding the structure, if any, of the overtone bands

is included in the tests on the smaller molecules although

this question is carried further later and is still an on-

going problem. The gradual evolution of a different way of
thinking.of these overtone spectra also has its roots in
observations made in the attempt t.o generalize the methods

of (3).

The most important assumption that allowed the CH

overtone spectrum of benzene to be described in terms of a

single anharmonicity constant Xr 
' 

hras Lhat the off-diagonal
local-mode anharmonic coupling constant= *ij were negligible.
This approximation was justified in terms of vanishing long

range coupling for large molecules. A second and concept-
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ually more important justification, within the general

context of the method., was that by comparison with the dis-
sociation energies of normal modes (involving several
oscillators), the much smaller dissociation energies of
local modes (single oscillator dissociation) implied a much

more diagonal form of the potential energy matrix. rn
other words, for normal modes the major contributions to
the anharmonicity are contained in the off-diagonal anhar-
monicity constants coupling the normal modes, whereas for
local modes the major contributions lie in the diagonar an-

harmonicity constants. For small molecules, especially for
a number of vj-brations j-nvolving a conmon atom, contribu-
tions from these off-diagonal local-mode anharmonicity con-

stants might be expected, if only for their physical prox-
imity, to play a more important ro1e.

Aside from their obvious structural suitability,
ammonia and met,hane rÀrere chosen because of the relatively
large amount of experimental data on their overtone spectra

so that some comparison of theory and experiment is possible.
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E. AMMONIA: A FIRST LOOK

There are two normal-mode stretching vibrations for
ammonía of A and E symmetry, (one singly degenerate and one
doubly degenerate), respectively (I). The local NH_stretch_
ing coordinates are equated to the standard internal co-
ordinates r-: along the NH bonds. rn terms of these co-J

ordinates the normal modes are written as

QA = 3-1 (rr * ," + rr)

_L
QË = 3'2 (rl + etz + e*rr) (2 .48)

_L-
0Ë, = 3'2 (rl + e*tz + err)

where Ê = exp(2ri/3). Real functions may be obtained by

taking suitable linear combinations, and give;

ô:-L=E 6'(2rt rz -rs)

^ -L 
2 '49)

QE, = 2'2 (rz - rs)

Again the NH-stretching modes are thus considered as pure
modes and their mixing with bending modes of the same sym-

metry is neglected. This constraint on the motion will yield
slightly higher frequencies in principle but within the
approximations of our moder, the effect should not be impor-
tant. Also there are two equilibrium configurations of
ammonia but, in the light of the first approximation the inter-
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conversion to the other configuration will not affect the
energy levels.

Again by writing down expressions for the vibra-
tional energy in a normal-mode basis and a local-mode basis,
and equating terms linear in v and quadratj-c in v, relations
between normal-mode anharmonicity constants and rocal-mode

anharmonicity constants are generated. For example, excita-
tj-on ot Qa yields,

X;y* = (Xrr * Xr2)/3 (2.50)

where xrl=xzz=xgg and xtz=xls=Xrrfrom a consideration of the
high symmetry. Also for Qu and eu, an average value of the
diagonal normal mode anharmonicity is taken neglecting the
splitting of degenerate overtones as described. earlíer.
since Fermi resonance is also neglected this is in keeping

with the general level of approximation. Thus the super-
position ot Qe wit,h e", gives,

XEE = XEE' = XE,E, = (2Xtt * Xr z)/3 (2 . s1)

Finally considering the superposition of ea with 0" and 0",
gr-ves,

XAE = (10Xrr - 2xtz)/3 (2.52)

For benzene, Xr rwas determined on the basis of
equation (2.30) , the Morse relationship, and a similar treat-
ment is used for ammonia with a few qualifications. Because
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equation (2.30) is based on Morse oscillators, the fre-
quencies are the harmonic frequencies and differ from the
observed frequencies by the appropriate diagonal anharmon-

icity, ,! = or* Xr r. (This is not strictly true since the ,',,

anharmonic contri-bution to the respective zero poínt energies
will not be identical in the two representations in the
approximation of (2.7).) Similarly the dissociation energies 

:,,

are measured from the bottom of the Morse potential well and

thus differ from the chemically observed d.issociation ener- '','

gies , e.g., o! - D3 + lal + %x, r. Thus the proced.ure in-

volves starting with the observed u.,/s and d.issociation
energies, and a value for x**, guessing a reasonable value
xr r to obtain o| and D|, and proceed.ing iteratively to ob-
tain a final value for Xr r.

rn ammonia the procedure is complicated. in that a

value for X*" is not available experimentally. However this
value can be estimated by inference from a plot of x versus
û) for a large number of other diatomic molecules i.ll¡ as is
illustrated in figure (2.2). Thus a value of -75 "*-1 for
*Nr¡ i" taken from such a plot and using the observed funda-
mental frequencies and dissociation energies a value

-'tXr, = -70 cm ' is obtained.

As an initial approximation, a vanishing coupring
between local modes is assumed , Xt, = O. This gives the
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following values for the normal-mode anharmonicity constants,

*Áo = -23 .*-1, xEE.r= -47 .*-1, xAE = -233.*-1 (2.53)

From these constants and the values for the fundamental fre_
quencies given by Herzbêrg, ,A = 3336 "*-1, ,E = 34L4 cil-l,
the energies of all the overtone components from v=l to v=6

are calculated. The symmetry selection rule described earlier
is applied, with the number of times a symmetry allowed com-

ponent appears in the reduction of the reducible species
used as a weighting factor or stat,istical factor in the
weighting scheme, (J), as \^/as done for benzene. A second

factor in the intensity of any overtone component is taken
to be the anharmonic contribution to the energy in relation
to the anharmonic contributions of other components of the
same overtone band. These factors are combined and a weighted
average transition energy for each overtone up to v=6 calcu-
lated.. More elaborate intensity schemes for example the one

described for benzene were deemed inapproprj_ate in that the
observed bands seemed to possess consid.erable structure and

probably contained significant contributions, as far as in-
tensities are concerned, from Fermi resonance which is neg-

lected here. secondly, the frequency spread in the calcula-
ted components was invariably greater than the observed fre-
quency spread in the overtone band. (This is a significant
observation when tryíng to follow the development of the
theory as presented below. These two points will be dis-
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Figure (2.2) Diatomic anharmonicity constants for a 
., . .,.,..,,seríes of diatomic molecules from which ,,:..,r¡,,,.,..',

the anharmonicity constant for the NH - ,..,.,, ,,.:.,

molecule can be inferred, from its "1:r.::'i:::::

observed fundamental frequency.
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cussed in greater detail in subsequent sections of this
chapter. )

The results and a summary of the elements of the
calculation using this rather simple weighting scheme are
given in table (2.2). The agreement is quite good except
for v=3 where an average varue has littre meaning anrrvray

because of the separation of peaks which is also observed
experimentally.

rt is of interest to compare the car_culated anharmon-
icity constants with the values given by Bron and wolfsberg
(2I). They obtain,

--1 -rx;ç\ = -32.5-t, xEE = -30.g .*-., xAE = _7g.2 cm-l

(2.s4)
from force constant calculations of the type described in the
introductíon to this chapter where the anharmonicity con-
stants are derived from the perturbation theory expansions of
the potential energy, which included cubic and quartic terms
in the potential energy expression. Although Morino et al
(22) obtain slightly higher values for x* and x"" and a

value close to double -7g.2 cm-1 for xo" neither set of
constants give realistic band energies. These calculations
consistantly underestimate the effects of normal mode coup-
ling as can be seen in the first column of table (2.3) where

the average energies of the overtone bands are calculated in
a similar manner to before except that the anharmonicity
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Table (2.2)

Observed NH-Overtone Frequencies in
Ammonia (cm-l¡

Calculated and

Component Symmet,ry
Calculated
Frequency

!üeighted
Average

Observed
Frequency (1)

A

2

0

1

4

0

3

2

1

0

2

1

Ar

Al+E
E

A1

E+A 1+A2
E

E+Al

Ai
2E+A r

E

E+Al

E+A r +A2

Al
2E+A1+A2

E

E+Al

E+A 1+A2
2E+Al

Ar
2E+2At+A2

E

E+Ai

E+A1+A2

2E+Ai

2E+A I +A2

6 626

6 734

6 5L7

9 870

9 960

9 574

9 604

13 068

13 092
12 585

T2 428
12 597

16 220

16 130

15 sso
15 206

ls 188

15 496

19 326

19 074
18 469

L7 938

17 733
L7 8s4

18 301

6 615

9 699

12 683

15 546

6 595

6 624

9 760

10 099

12 6l-4

15 440

3

0

2

1

0

3

1

2

0

4

1

2

3

0

5

1

2

3

4

0

6

1

2

3

4

5

5

0

4

3

2

I

6

0

5

4

3

2

1

18 222 18 150
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rable (2 .3)

comparison of calculated NH-overtone Frequencies in
Ammonia (.*-1)

Over- a
tone ocalc c

ûJcalc
d

ûJcalc
ô

ûlcal-c

2 6 681(zr¡b 6 626 ø 61s 6 62s

3 9 919 (1s9) 9 752 s 6ss s 7os
4 13 088 (47 4) 12 7s4 (+L4o) 12 683 (+69) L2 682 (+68)

s 16 602(762) 15 632(+Lg2) ls s46(+106) rs 524(+84)
6 L9 220(l-070) 18 38s(+23s) 18 222(+72) 18 187(+37)

t Obt.irred wíth X*" from (2I) using unweighted average.

b oifference from the observed frequencies given in brackets.

c obtained with Xr, = 0 using unweighted average.

d obt.irred with xr, = 0 using statistical wei-ghted average.

9 Obt.irred with Xr, = -28 "*-1 using statistical weighted

average.
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constants of Bron and vüolfsberg are used. The increasing
overestimation of the overtone energy with increasing v is
clearly related to the low off-diagonal normar-mode coupling
constant.

Force constant carculations appear to be quite con-
sistant in finding the diagonal normal-mode anharmonicity
constants for nondegenerate vibrations. An estimate of xu
can be obtained from equation (2.50), a value of xlrâs cal-
culated and Bron and vfolfsberg's value for X*. Thus equa-
tion (2.50) yields Xr, = -28 .*-1 for X* = -32.5 cm-l and

Xr r = -70 .*-1. Using equations (2.5I) and (2.52) tfre
following ne!ü values for the normal-mod.e anharmonicity con-
stants are obtained ' (2.55)

_r -.1 _IX;ç5 = -33 cm -, XEE = -56 cm--, XAE = -2I5 cm

Comparison with the values in equation (2.53) shows that the
effect of including the off-diagonal local-mode anharmonicity
(local-mode coupling) is to partially transfer the anharmonic

cor'rtribution to the energy from the off-diagnonal to the
diagonal potential energy matrix erements. However, the
fact that normal-mode coupling retains its paramount import-
ance despite local-mode coupling is stilr abundantly clear.

with these values for the anharmonicity constants,
the overtone band energies wer€ carculated again and the
weighted averages are given in column four of table (2.3).
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The principal effect of incrusion of local-mode coupling is
to slightly decrease the spacing of the calculated overtone
components and to produce a small d.ecrease in their energies.
These results¡ âs do the wei-ghted average results for Xrr= o,
provi-de satisfactory agreement with experiment within the
errors caused by both experimental causes and the averagi-ng
procedures inherent in the calculations. calculations with
other values of x, confirm that in general the results are
insensitive to X' although they suggest that X* is less
than zero. A similar resurt was obtained in the benzene car--
culati-ons. This questi-on of sensitivity of the observable to
a part of the theory of such major physical importance to
dynamical photophysical processes (see later chapters) will
be discussed in more detail but certainly it represents a

disappointment. However, with the coming of better laser
techniques the possibility of increased resolution, by study-
ing the gas phase overtone spectra at lower and lower pressures,
remains a possibility. The couplings more easily observed
are those between modes of different physical character; €.g.,
between bending and stret,chíng modes. certainly the spectral
shifts predicted with various *lj are not so small that their
effects would not be observabre in principle. on the contrary,
the shifts are even noticable with all structure removed from
the spectra (liquid phase) so that in the gas phase with in_
creased resolution expected, the opportunity to study this
aspect of the theory remains.
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Also presented in table (2.3) is a calculation of
the overtone frequencies using a straight average of the
calculated component frequencies rather than a weighted

average. (Recall the intensity problem is still very much

up in the air. ) Because of the approximations inherent in
the theory, the results should improve with increasing v
where approximations like the neglect of Fermi resonance

should begin to average out. comparison of the sLraight
average with the weighted average resulLs suggests that some

weighting of the components according to their anharmonic

contribution and to their statístical degeneracy is indicated.
This is also indicated by comparison of the intensity distri-
butions in the observed spect.ra which show that the intensity
contributions of t,he pure overtone components which appear at
higher energy because of their lower anharmonicity are less
than the contributions involving combinations of the two normal-

modes. (This observation will be developed and incorporated
into the theory in subsequent sections. )

Previous workers have found considerable structure in
the overtone bands (23-) , particularly for v=2 and v=3. rn an

attempt Lo find the width of a rotat.ion-vibration band for a

single normal mode component and thus to give a comparison with
the overall width and shape of a complete overtone band, a
rotati-onal envelope was constructed for the normal mode com-

ponents using a crude diatomíc rigid rotor approximation.
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certainly this symmetric top (in the ground state) molecule
is not linear; the presence of the c, axis of rotation re-
quires that two of t,he three principal moments of inertia be

equivalent so that the rotatj-onal energies are not accuratery
given by a simple diatomic rigid rotor expression. The crude
calculation is inherently unphysical. However to get a rough
idea of a bandwj-dth expected from a rovib band this model

should suffice. The moment of inàrtia was found using the
principal axis of rotation as the rotation axis (r is approxi-
mately 5* 1o-40grn .*'). The rotational spacing was calculated
as

A (¡s) = ñ2 /r (2.s6)

separation (23)

the rotational

Intensity o (2J+1) exp (-,r (,r+f )h2 /2l.kl) (2.s7)

This model gave a rough estimate of, what, width of rotation-
vibrational band to expect (specifically around 100 .*-1) and.

using the computed energy levels (Xr z = 0) as band centers
and the weighting factors as intensities a rotation-vibrat.ion
spectrum was constructed. The result for v=3 is shown in
figure (2.3)

The observed spectrum although it has similar charae-
teristics, shows low intensities for components farther a\,ray

which gives a value of 1I
for v=3 is 11 "*-1. The

lines were calculated in

.*-1. The observed

intensity factors for
the usual v¡ay;
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Figure (2.3) calcurated (B) and observed (A) band

structure for the v=3 NH stretching over-
tone of ammonia. The calculated curve was

obtained with Xr, = 0. The observed curve
I^ras schematically obtained from the data
of H. J. Unger in his 1933 paper (phys.

Rev. 43,123,1933.)
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from t.he quot,ed average band energy. This result is also
observed for v=2, i.e.ps rüârs, noted before, the overar-l band-
width is narrower than is calculated. (certainly the dif-
ferences do not arise out of the choice of rovib model r :,,,..,,,,:,,

namely the diatomic rotar mode1.) However, it should. be

noted that some areas of the overtone spectrum (especially
around 10 000 10 500 "*-1) where activity is predicted , 

,;'-,.',,,,,,,,,,
'.:ì.: : t.have not been investigated experimentally. This prediction .: :

of activity is based on the model of activity developed to , ,, ,1. .'

this point and as wirl be shown is subjected to some interest-
ing changes which make further experiments in the above

mentioned regions of great theoretical interest.

rn attempting to interpret the observed band shape,
(figure (2.3) ) , it is clear that it is not interpretable as

the rotational envelope for a single rotation-vibrational
band corresponding to a single normal mode component. rn
terms of normal mode components, the low energy portion of
the band is made up of combination components and the ex-
treme high energy end is made up of pure overtone components

of the two indivídual normar modes. Even for v=3 it seems

that the description of this band in terms of normal mod.e

components is breakíng down since the normal modes them-

selves are rather ill-defined. at this stage of excitation.
rt would even appear to be physically more reasonable to
think of the band as the rotation vibration envelope cor-
responding to a local-mode overtone. The influence of this
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observation on the theory is significant.

Another morecule which presents a new test of the
theory, especialry in its averaging over degenerate vibra-
tions qualities, is methane.
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F. METHANE: A FTRST LOOK

The methane overtone spectrum is treated in two

vrays. Here the local-mode analysís, exactly similar to the
one for ammonia is used to generate the expect,ed overtone
band maxima which can be compared to observed values, some

of which were obtained by Adel and Slipher (45) using ab_

sorption cells hundreds of miles long, that is, the atmos-
pheres of Jupiter, sat.urn, uranus and Neptune. Later the
methane spectrum, recorded using apparatus described herein
is used as an example which illustrates the concepts in-
vorved in the more general rocar-mode approach. The higher
overtone bandshapes have not been previously recorded.

First, however, the focus of attention falls on the
position of the overtone maxima. The cH stretching modes for
methane are written as;

no, = 4k t+r 2+r r+ru )

Qr, = 1kt+T2-Ts-r+)

nri = \lrt-r2+rs-r+)

ari = Þ, (r t'T z-T r+ru )

(2.s8)

where hereafter A is used to refer to the non-degenerate mode

and T to the triply degenerate mode. Again it is assumed that
bending and stretching modes are separable. using the same
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procedure as for ammonia and benzele, relations between

locaI-mode and normal-mode anharmonicity constants are

generated. With the qualification that only some averag.e

(2.5e)

(2 .67)

Xrt is def ined, from the excitation of A one obt.ains,

xaa (2Xir + 3Xt2)/g

and from the excitation of the three degenerate modes,

(2.60)

and finally from the excítation of A and the three components

of T,-

XAT = (84Xr r - 18X1 z) /ZA

XTT= (14x1r +5Xrr)/16

Note that the averaging procedure over triply degenerate com-

ponents represents a more serious approximation here than for
the case of double degeneracy. The value of X' is again

found using Herzbergrs (17) value for x"* of the CH molecule

and the Morse relation, and iterating to ,fi-rtd t'he,.best value

of X* for methane. Taking the values for the methane and CH

stretching frequencies from Herzberg and the values of the

corresponding dissociation energies from Knox and Palmer's

1961 paper (25) , one obtains Xr r = -55 .*-1. once more

assuming that X!2= 0, the following values of the normal-mode

anharmonicities are obtained,
(2.62)

-l -]-, xAT = -Ig4 cm -x-- = -L4 "*-1Al\ , XTT = -48 cm
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Once again large normal-mode coupling is predicted by this
model. Using the same form of intensity factors as for
ammonia, component energies and weighted averagfes are com-

puted and the results given in table (2.4). The observed

spectra show considerable structure so that the average

energies don't have much meaning for the lower overtones.

The presence of a large degree of degeneracy in the stretch-
ing vibrations of this molecule makes assignments based on

the normal mode components generated by this model ambiguous.

On the basis of the results of table (2.4) the anhar-

monicity constants appear to be slightly too large; particu-
larly perhaps Xaf. Since XO, depends quite strongly on X'
(2.6I), more so than the case of the off-diagonal constant

for ammonia (2.52), a non zero value of X* would give higher

energies here (note the negative sign in front of the X*
gives a lower value to the anharmonicity and thus higher

energies). Also the averaging procedure over the degener-

ate modes has introduced additional approximations for methane

and may be responsible for some of the disagreement between

theory and experiment.

As mentioned before, this is not the last look at

the methane overtone spectrum. A more detailed look at the band

shapes of the spectrum will help in understanding the

results summarized in table (2.4). This work follows more

naturally after a discussion of the general local-mode model

and so the methane problem is left for the moment.
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Table (2.4)

Calculated and Observed

Component Syrnmetry

CH-Overtone Frequencies in l{ethane

Calculated
Frequency

!üeighted Observed
Average Freguency (1)

AT

0

1

0

2

I

2

I

3

1

2

T

T
2+E+41

2

Ar +T r+212
T2

T2+E+Ar

2E+2A:+I t+2T 2

T2

T 2+E+A I

2T2+Ti+Ai

Ar+E+2T r+4I2
T2

T 2+E+A I

A 1+T r+2T 2

2Ar+28+T t+2I2

3A1+A2+38+2T L+4T 2

T2

T 2+E+A I
Ar+Tr+2T2
2Ar+28+T L+2T 2

Ai+E+2T r+4T 2

t3 729 13 790

16 093

5 944
5 74L

I 77L

8 433

I 47l.

11 500

11 099

10 970

11 104

T4 L34
13 737

13 44r

13 410

13 640

16 670

16 347

15 886

15 688

15 752

16 080

5 809

8 578

11 L79

s 585

5 775

5 861

6 006

8 42r
I 604

I 807

B 900

9 047

11 270

11 885

16 lss (24)

0

3

2

I

0

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

4

1

2

3

5

1

2

3

4

6

I
2

3

4

5
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G. TRANS]TTON FROM NORMAL-MODE BASTS

The successful description of the overtone spectrum

of ammonia and the partial description for methane demonstra-

tes that a local-mode analysis of the XH stretching vibra-
tions in small molecules is valid, and the method is not

restricted to large molecules such as benzene and naptha-

1ene. The major observations drawn from the examples thus

far studied might be summarized as follows;

Off-diagonal normal mode couplings far greater

than force constant calculations have been ab1e,

thus far, to pred.ict are necessary in order to
even approximately describe observable spectra

on any kind of normal-mode basís.

For liquid phase or gas phase overtone spectra

at high pressure the resolution of bands is not

sufficient to study off-diagonal local-mod.e

couplings.

The observed wid.th of overtone bands in general

is much smaller than might be expected for a

normal-mode overtone-combination envelope,

despite the fact, that in first order all these

transiti-ons are forbidden.

!ühat general conclusions do these observations imply? The

concept of excitation of specific normal modes in overtones

1.

2.

3.
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higher than v=4 seems to push the normal-mode model too far
(not a surprising result considering the origin of the normal-

mode concept). The description of the excited state in terms

of a linear combination of normal modes, and the further pre-

sumption that all symmetry allowed normal-mode combinatj-ons

will be excited, appears to be invalid for a highly vibra-
tionally excited molecule. It seems the effects of mechani-

cal as well as electrical anharmonicity couple the states of

a given combination to such an extent that the normal-mode

st.ates become i11- defined and a broad band is observed instead

of sharp individual peaks.

In this model, therefore, an average energy is all
that can be hoped for at this level of approximation. This

result is rationalized on a local mode basis in terms of the

expectation that for high excitations one wouldn't expect the

large number of 'allowedr states of the molecule which the

normal-mode analysis predicts, but instead the relatively

small number corresponding to multiple excitatíon of the

local modes.

Before proceeding a few general comments are in

order. The conclusions just drawn about the model and our

understanding of the excited state of a molecule may seem

obvious and hardly worth the labour. After all, that mole-

cules vibrate anharmonically is well established. However

the fact that the anharmonic mod.es are themselves coupled to
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other modes is less well known and seldom included in model

calculations of photophysical processes; for example, Franck

condon factors. off-diagonal couplings introduce difficul-
ties in calculations and correspondingly in conceptual pic-
tures of these processes. The size of the off-diagonal
couplings in relation to the díagonal couplings, has never

been satisfactorily dealt with and shown to be necessary to
understand experiment. üIhat if the local modes themselves

aremuchmorec1oseIy.re1atedtothestati.onarystates

of the molecular Hamiltonian, (which are believed to be'the

states excited by the photons) than heretofore imagined?

This question is investigated below in some detail.
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H. A GENERAL LOCAL-MODE THEORY

The XH overtone problem is now tackled from an

slightly different point of view. The absorption of infra-

red radiation will be described as corresponding to the ex-

citation of localized modes of vibration rather than a set

of symmetry allowed combinations of anharmonic normal modes.

This type of approach also makes it possible to begin an

investigation of more complicated combination regíons of

overtone spectra which involve combinations of high and lower

frequency modes. More detailed examination of general patterns in

overtone spectra and bandshapes makes it clear that the methods

of the previous sections could be developed further but that

they overlook an overall simplicity characteristic of all the

observed overtone spectra. This section is an attempt to

interpret this overall simplicity in the light of the ideas

developed earlier.

The earlier part of this work has illustrated the

importance of off-diagonal, normal-mode coupling (*^f, where

t</tl and. in fact predicted much larger off-diagonal coupling

than recent force constant calculations had indicated (21).

The coupling effecLs in all the cases studied appeared so

large that it seems unreasonable to think of the overtone

bands past Âv : 4 as superpositions of symmetry allowed

normal-mode overtones and combinations. However, the rela-

tively accurate numerical predictions of band maxima do
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suggest that the local-mode approach is very useful and, in
fact, physically meaningful. rn order to try to understand

the numerical success of the calculations in (3), and the
previous work, and given this problem with the large off-
diagonal couplings in the normal mode representation, let us

examine in some detail the features of the experimental band

shapes and band,widths in the overtone regions.

The basis for the selection of the contributing
normal mode components in (3), and the work on methane and

ammonia, were the symmetry requirements of the vibrational
state. The components were also assigned a weighting factor
based on the anharmonic contribution to their energy. A1-

though these "selection rules" gave rise to satisfactory
predictions of band maxima, they are shown here to be def-
icient in that they are unable to account for some of these

specific characteristics of the observed spect,ra. ïn par-

ticular the observed overtone bands are much less complex than

expected on an anharmonic normal-mode basis as developed in
these earlier descriptions. The observed spectra have a much

smaller band'width than might be expected if the selection
rules mentioned above \^rere operative. It would appear that
the radiation field effectively only sees a specific aroup of
the symmetry allowed components. In fact the relatively in-
tense regions of these overtone spectra correspond, in normal

mode language, to the most anharmonic combination modes. On
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this basis t ãrr attempt to describe the xH stretching con-

tributions to these overtone spectra sole1y in terms of
local mode concepts without any recourse to normal mode com-

ponents is described.

Parts of the experimental overtone spectrum of
ammonia obtained by Unger (23) are used to introduce the
model. The Ârc* = 4, 5 and 6 bands of liquid dichloromethane

have been recorded and the model has been used to provide a

detailed analysis of its overtone spectrum.
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Ï. OCCUPATTON NUMBER MAPS

rn order to facilitate comparison of a theoretical
model for the eigenstates responsibre for the optical ab-

sorption of a polyatomic molecule in the overtone region

with the observed transitions between the actual eigenstates

of the molecuIe, a state counting algorithm \das employed.

To carculate where any overtone or combination state of any

of the possible combinations of the 3N-6 (5) vibrational modes

would appear in an energy Ievel diagram, the state level
counting algorithm of Beyer and swinehart as described and

extended to include anharmonic effects by stein and Rabino-

vitch in 1973 (26) was used. The results were used to con-

struct an occupation number map (hereafter referred to as an

oNM) ï trrrt is, a map of the number of possible overtone and

combination states that a set of n anharmonic, but essentially
índependent oscillators would generate at any particular
energy E. (n here is defined with respect to the zero poj-nt

energy of the molecule so that the energies in the map directly
refrect the difference in energy between the ground and ex-

cited state. )

Some type of algorithm is a practical necessity for
molecules of any size because of the large number of combina-

tion modes that a set of 3N-6 (5) oscillators will generate at

*
The term occupation number is used here. The concept is syn-

onomous with the overall degeneracy of a state characterized
by energy alone. The term is defined, specífical1y, to
distinguish it clearly from the concept of a set oÍ degenerate
oscillators.
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high energies. changing the number and type of modes used

to generate the oNM, and then comparing the maps with ob-

served bands provides a useful means of assigning transi-
tions wíthin the framework of a particular model.
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J. BACK TO AMMONTA

Now the ammonia overtone spectrum is reconsidered by

taking a closer look at the general structure of the entire
spectrum and also by considering in a more detailed manner

the shape of a typical overtone band. Ammonia is chosen

since it. is one of the very few molecules for which the band

shapes in the overtone region are recorded in the literature
past Av=3. Even still, there are parts of the overtone

spectrum which are still to be recorded and would be of

interest to this work.

Experimental- spectroscopic data for detailed compari-

son with theory have been obtained from Unger's 1933 paper

(23) and data for more general discussion from the papers of

Robertson and Fox (27), Badger (28-,), Lueg and Hedfeld (29),

and Jung and Gude (30). All the data represent relatively
high pressure gas phase spectra (1-5 atm. ) , although Unger

notes that the results are not too much different for liquid

ammonia. This dat,a is presented schematj-cally, with model

calculations, in this section in order to give a'sense'of

the general structure of a typical overtone spectrum rather

than for details of any particular band.

Assignments of various bands differ widely among these

authors and this is a problem on which this approach can shed

some light. For example, the assignments of Robertson and
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Fox are based on a greatest coilrmon denominator sequencing

technique in which the physical basis behind. selections rules
are not considered. Badger's and unger's assignments were

physically more acceptable and, j-n fact, the model described

here retains much of the physical character of the vibra-
tional modes that their assignments imply.

Previous work on benzene, methane, and ammonia

indicated that the most anharmonic 'normal-mode' combinations

appeared with the most intensity in these xH overtone spectra.
Physically this is reasonabre and is consistant with theory,
since the distortion from the Hermite polynominar nature of
the corresponding excited state function would be the greatest
for a very anharmonic motion, which would give rise to a

source of intensity for these 'forbidden' transitions. The

most intense bands, in local-mode language, correspond, in
general, to excitation localized in singre xH oscillators;
conceptuallyr ân excitation of a local mode of vibration.

fn order to explore this observation further, an ONM

lras constructed using a model where NH stretching modes vrere

treated as three degenerate local modes, and the bending

modes treated as normal harmonic bending modes (specific de-

tails are given below) . The pure local mode overtones (a11 the

energy localized in one of the three NH stretching oscilla-
tors) were identified for ArNH = 2 Lo ArNH = 6 in the ONM.

Also modes corresponding to combínations of these pure over-
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tone excitations plus one quanta of a bending mode v/ere

identified in the oNM and these states u/ere plotted in
figure (2.4) along with the experimental data.

In figure (2.4) the experimental data is compared to
the energy levels of this select group of overtone and com-

bination bands taken from the oNM of NH, constructed from

the modes given below. The experimental data are schematic

represenÈations of data from (27) - a, (23) - !r, (29) - cl
(28) - d, and (30) e. (The doublet structure representa-

tion of the bands over 9000 .*-1 oversimplifies the observed

structure and this is discussed more thoroughly below. )

Since the data is taken from various sources, the intensities
are not comparable, except to say that the usual behavior of
generally, (although not monatonically), decreasing intensity
with increasing wave number is observed. The calculated. over-
tones and combinations in the oNM are based upon oscillators
with frequencies and degeneracies 3363 (3), L62B (2) , and

-1 -1950 (1) cm', and anharmonicities (xri) of -70,0 and 0 cm-r

respectively. These data were serected as follows. The bend-

ing frequencies were obtained from Herzberg (1) and the NH

stretching frequency vias taken to be a value between the

normal-mode fundamentals at 3337 and 3414 "*-1, selected to
give the best fit, for the NH overtone progression in figure
(2-4). The NH stretching anharmonicity constant Xr, \^ras

obtained using Èhe Morse relation and data for the NH molecu1e.
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Figure (2.4) Calculated and observed band maxima for the

overtone region of ammonia. The observed

bands are schematic representations of data

obtained from; ref. (?7)-a, ref. (23)-b,

ref . (29) -c, ref . (28) -d, and ref . (30) -e.
The intensities of the observed bands

decrease with increasing energy in general.

The calculated transition leve1s represent
(i) NH stretching overtones, (ii) and (iii)
combination bands built upon adjacent NH

stretching overtone. Calculated bands use

oscillator frequencies and anharmonicities

3363(-70) , 1628 (O) and 950 (0) 
"*-1. For

the (i), (ii) and (iii) structures no

intensity relationships are implied.
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The similaríty of the calculated structures and

observed overtone and combination bands in figure (2.4) is
striking especially in the higher frequency regions where

the structure of the experimental spectra was expected to be

much more comprex. (This correspondence ís described more

ful1y in the section on dichloromethane.) The calcurated.

bands labeled (i) represent multiple excitations of single NH

stretching oscillators. The bands label:ed (ii) and (iii)
represent these same murtiple excitations plus single excita-
tj-on of one of the molecule's 'harmonic' bending modes.

Region I (shown in fígure (2.4) is not a pure XH over-

tone regionr and its featuresr(in trt" combination regíon of the

spectra)rare investigated in more detail in order to explore

the possible sources of intensity in the observed spectrum.

Activity in region I does not reflect pure XH stretch-
ing-mode activity, be they anharmonic local modes or normal-

mode combinations of a more complex structure. structures in
this region reflect the existence of mixture modes; modes

representing combinations of high and lower frequency oscil-
lators which are coupled. If the NH stretching modes are

treated at this point as anharmonic normal modes, then mean-

ingful analysis of region I cannot be carried out using the

ONM techniquer âs programmed here, since off-diagonal coup-

lings play such an important role in that model. However since

the local-mode representation becomes increasingly more
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diagonal rêlative to the normal-mode representation at high

energies of excitation, the treatment of these modes as in-
dependent oscillators represents a more suitable fírst order
approximation. Thus an oNM was constructed in thís region
using a model which treated Lhe xH stretching modes as an-

harmonic local modes and the xH bendíng modes as harmonic

normal modes of vibration using the same frequencies and an-

harmonicities as r^rere descríbed for the construction of
figure (2.4). The two higher frequency modes lvere assigned

degeneracies of three and two. The oNM generated in this
region without any selectiqn of contributing combinations

consists of 24 components of different energies with many of
these components themselves being multifold degenerate. This

data is represented by the curve in figure (2.5) which was

constructed in the following way.

Each level in the ONM was assigned a weight propor-

tional to its degeneracy. As before each component was assumed

as a centre of a Lorentzian band contour function (3) with a

bandwidth of 80 cm-l, enough to remove the fine structure,
which has little meaning in this type of analysis. The prod-

uct functíon was formed and plotted as curve (íi) in figure
(2.5). Figure (2.5) (i), shows a graphical ptot of the

numerical intensity data obtained from Unger's paper (23).

There seems to be considerable correspondence between the two

curves.

(e6)
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ft is important to notice that experimentally, these

mixture-mode structures (ii and iii) disappear at hígher
energies whereas the pure xH stretching overtone bands dis-
appear relatively more s1ow1y. within the framework of this
oNM model this observation can be stated in the form of a

selection rule which has physical meaning. specifically,
high frequency, single oscillator, murtiple excitations are
more active than lower frequency single oscillator excita-
tions and combination band or mixture mode excitations. rn
the section on dichloromethane, where more experimental data
are available, these rules will be refined. and. examined more

critically.

Finally it, is of interest t.o note that the pure over-
tone progression in figure (2.4), (G600, 9800, 12600, rs44o,

-'t18150 cm '), as given in Herzberg (1), consists of bands of
relatively narrow bandwidths (usually ress than 300 cm-l).
By comparison, the spectrum expected on the basis of anharmonic

normal-mode components would exhibit both greater complexity
and greater spectral breadth. This point is discussed and

illustrated in some detail for dichloromethane. Also these

bands exhibit some rovib structure when gas phase spectra are

examined.
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Figure (2.5) 'The experimental overtone spectrum taken

from the numerical data of Unger (23) (i),
and an ONM representation of the position
and degeneracy of overtone and combination

states (ii) of the modes of frequency and

anharmonicity 3363 (-70) , L62B (O) and
-1950 (0) cm - of degeneracies 3, 2 and 1

respectively. The calculated Lorenzian
product funtion was constructed assigning

each component a weight proport,j_onal to its
degeneracy. The bandwidth of each bandfit
component j-s 80 .*-1.
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K. DÏCHLOROMETHANE

Now the overtone spectrum of CH TCI, is considered.

It is of interest, for at least two reasons. Firstly the

spectrum could be recorded by equipment available. Second1y,

comparison with the methane spectrum provide a meaningful

test of the generality of the general 1oca1 mode theory. Tn

particular one might expect the spectra to be quite similar
for these two molecules and indeed similar to the spectrum

of chloroform. That this does actually turn out to be the

case will be expanded on later, but here, the general loca1

mode theory is developed within the context of the overtone

spectrum of this molecule.

The overtone spectrum lower in energy than g26ON

-1(10800 cm ) was taken from the pure liquid room temperature

spectrum of Ellis (31). The higher energy overtone spectrum
-'tto 19000 cm * was obtained on the Cary 14 spectrophotometer

using a 0.1 to 0.2 absorbance slidewire with the IR tungsten

source as the analyzLng light.. Two 5 cm quarLz ceIls \4rere

placed back to back to give an effective path length of 10 cm.

Spectral quality dichloromethane from Matheson, Coleman and

BelI was used as received. The spect,ra are shown in figures
(2.6) , (2.7) , and (2.8) where the bands corresponding to the

CH overtones AtCH = 4, 5t and 6 are id.entified. The band

maxima corresponding to these overtones occur at 88508,, 72l3R

and 61658 respectively (11309, 13845 and L62Lg .*-1). The
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Figure (2.6) Overtone spectrum of liquid dichloromethane

e400 to 6400R.
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Figure (2.7) Overtone spectrum of liquid dichloromethane

at 2g6ox in the range 75OO to 52008.
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Figure (2.8) calculated and observed cH stretching overtone

band of dichloromethane corresponding to
ArCH = 4. A- (----) , the calculated bandfit
curves for the anharmonic normal-mode compon-

ents taken from Table I, (-) , the 1ow

resolution experimental spectrum. B- (-------),
computed bandfit spectrum of overtones and com-

binations of the modes with frequency and an-

harmonicíty 299L (-55) , 299I (-SS), and

-1L429 (0) cm * with a weighting of the funda-

mental local mode overtone 50 times that of a

combination band of the same degeneracy. All
computed components were assigned a bandwidth

of 80 .*-1.
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band at 88508 has been

Mecke (32) at somewhat
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observed previously by Vierling and

lower resolution.

rn the ground state dichloromethane has a tetrahe-
dral structure and belongs to the point group Crr, (!). It
has two cH stretching modes of A, and B, symmetry respect-
ive1y. rn terms of 1oca1 coordinates, 

"i, the normal co-
ordinates, in the approximation of high frequency mode separ-
ation, are

Qo, = G//2) (s, + sr)

and

Q", = (L//z) (sr - sr)

Using the methods described earlier, one

mode anharmonicity constants in terms of
monicity constants as

(2.63)

can write the normal

local-mode anhar-

*oror = (2xtt * xr r)/+

*"r", = (2xrr * Xr r)/a
(2.64)

v
^ArB, - 4xr, -*oro, -*"r",

(6xr r - xl ,) /z

The local-mode generat,ion of normal-mode anharmonicity con-
stants depends on the evaluation of only two constants, xrr
and x1 2 r the first of which can be estimated in princiBle,
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using the Morse relation as in IT.
might expect the X, to be small as

and methane discussed earlier. This

model is discussed below in relation
representation.

On physical grounds one

for the cases of ammonia

anharmonic normal-mode

to a purely Iocal-mode

The cH stretching progression can be identified, from
Èhis datar âs the series of bands 5g7ot 9696,11309, 13g45,

and approximately L6240 cm-l. This last band is very weak

and broad and there is considerable uncertainty as to how to
define its rovib origin. The other features of the overtone
spectrum, such as the combination activity between B3oo and

o
7600 A in figure (2.4), can also be interpreted in the local
mode scheme. rn the present report, these regions are dis-
cussed only briefly.

Two observations which are related to the general

characteristics of the experimental spectra, are of consider-
able importance in trying to understand the origins of opticar
absorption.

1. overtone spectra of hydrocarbons with different types
and numbers of R-cH' functionar groups give rise to very

similar overtone band structures. (see for example figure I
of reference (3f¡ . ¡
2- The observable bandwidths of the XH overtone band.s are
generally less than 3oo .*-1 and are often cl-oser to r5o to
2OO.*-1. For example, the ArCH = 5 overtone band (part A
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of figure (2.7) ) of dichloromethane has an approximate

width at half heiqht of 280 .*-1.

Tf these bands \^¡ere built up of all possible sym-

metry allowed normal-mode combinationsr on the basis of an

int.ensity scheme as described earlier (intensity greater the
more anharmonic the mode), a much more complexr or at the
very least, a broader band, would be expected. Anharmonic

normal-mode component energies as determined by the local-
mode analysis (equations (2.G4)) assuming Xr, = -55 .*-1 and

xt, = 0 have been given in table (2.5). The components for
AtcH = 5 range in energy from L46oo to 13g3g .*-1. As can

be seen from part A of figure (2.7), there does not seem to
be corresponding structure in the observed spectrum even

taking into account decreasing intensity with decreasing an-
harmonic contribution to the energy. This lack of structure
for overtone bands is quite generally observed. Note also
that the cH stretching overt,one progression for dichloro-
methane, is more closely related to those modes in table (2.5)

which are more anharmonic than even the anharmonically

weighted averages, ât least for the higher overtones where

the loca1 mode model is expected to have the most meaning.

rn fact the observed overtone progression appears very much

like the series of the mosL anharmonic components. physi-

callyr âs can be seen from equation (2.63) | this corresponds

t,o the multiple excitation of a single local oscillator. The

most íntense structures in the observable overtone spectra
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Table (2.5)

and Observed CH Overtone Frequencies in
Dichloromethane (.*-1)

Calculated

Component
Calculateda
Frequency

Vteightedb
Average

Observed
Band Maximum

BrAl

23
02
11

30
03
2t
12

40
04
31
22
13
50
05
4L
32
23
14
60
06
5t
42
33
24
15
70
07
61
52
43
34
25
16

5
5
5

8
I
8
8

913
867
848

787
979
631
695

5 871 5 970

B 786 B 696

11 s02 11 309

L4 I25 13 845

16 6s6 16 240

19 093

a

b

Obtained with

Obt,ained with

11 606
11 862
11 340
11 294
11 468

L4 370
L4 690
13 994
13 838
13 902
L4 186

17 079
17 463
L6 593
16 327
L6 28L
16 455
16 849

19 733
20 181
19 L37
18 76I
18 605
18 669
18 953
19 457

xr, = o'

xtz = o using anharmonically weighted averages.
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correspond, in l0caI-mode language to an overtone pro-
gression of excitations of single oscillators rather than
the more complicated motions where severar (identical) os-
cillators are excited simultaneously. This information
along with observation 2 above imply a very simple first
order int.erpretation of an overtone spectrum for a molecule
from this class of molecules. For higher overtones the
molecure and radiation field interact in such a !üay that,
effectively the molecule selects those photons which will
lead to staLes of localízed excitat,ion, local oscillators.
The possibility that the localized functions might be much

more closely related to the eigenstates of the molecular
Hamiltonian than is recognized in normal-mode calculations
has been discussed earlier and thus the observed pattern of
behavior is not altogether surprising.

ïf Èhe observed spectral band maxíma do correspond
to multiple excitations of single oscillators with 'unusual-
ly' high intensity, and other combination bands appear with
much less intensíty, then there wilr be some differences in
the bandshapes predicted on this basis fr,orn those obtained
by using the weighting schemes described earlier, that is
when the normal-mode intensity based selection rules are used.

. For example, consider the ArCH = 4

been presented in figure (2.8) along with
ted on the basis of two models. The solid

band which has

two bands calcula-

curve represents
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the experimental liquid phase spectrum at a slightly lower
resolution than is optimarly possible under our experimental
conditions. The dotted. curve in part A represents a bandfit
spectrum constructed on the basis of procedures in ( 1) and (33)

and based on the overtones and combinations of the two normal
modes with frequencies and anharmonicities 2gg4 (-27.5) ,

3048 (-27 .5) (off-diagonal coupling = 3Xr, = -165 .*-1 as

given by equat,ions (2.64) with xr, = O). This is the anhar_
monj-c normal-mode representation of the cH overtone band.

The components (listed in table (2.5) are weighed relative to
each other by their anharmonicities on1y. All components

rdere assigned a halfïridth of g0 
"*-1.

rt is clear from the diagram why relative success

was obtained in reproducing band maxima in (1) and subsequent

work in the anharmonicity weighting scheme of averagesr sínce
the lower frequency components, by virtue of their anharmon-

icity, are gíven the most weíght. lfhat is not clear is why

the other high frequency components which are symmetry

allowed (arthough forbidden in any first order calculation
as are any overtone or combination transitíons due to the
nature of the Hermite polynomials), are apparently relatively
weak. Also note that within the framework of that work

there is no accounting at arl for activity at a rower fre-
quency than the most anharmonic cH mode. considering the
great difficurty in trying to understand. the oscillator
strengths for overtone transitions, the reason for the apparent
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lack of fit could be explained by assuming that the theoret-
ical analysis using the anharmonicity weighting as a measure

for the relative oscilrator strengths is not adequate. For
example the high frequency modes might be thought of as

having their intensity '!stolen' by fundamentals or lower
frequency overtones of the correct symmetry. specifically,
higher order perturbation carculations might be attempted
given that some fairly accurate potentials courd be estab-
lished. However there is no guarantee that the series of
corrections to the normal-mode functions would converge and

the final wavefunctions sti1l would be accurate only within
the manifold of approximations that went into the establish-
ment of the effective vibrational Hamiltonian (e.g. adiabatic
vibrational manifold). The solution to the problem using
thís approach seems impossible given the present state of
data on the excited states of polyatomic molecules. Here it
is símply assumed that the local excitations do carry en-
hanced optical absorption relative to the combination states
and the consequences of this assumption are illustrated in
part B of figure (2.8). As for ammonia, this Ís a local-
mode representation of the cH oscillators with the para-
meterized fundamental stretching frequency along with a

normal-mode frequency for the bending mode. The dotted curve
here represents a bandfit spectrum based on overtones and

combinations of the three modes with frequencies and an-

harmonicities 2gg1 (-SS .*-1), and. 1429 (O) . The locat--mode
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fundamentar overtone (a11 the energy localized in a single
oscillator) was assigned an arbitrary weighting relative to
the other combinaLion modes ( arbitxaty in the. sense

of,.'usíng: thírs"as a vaxíabrerparameter ) which in turn were

weighted relative to each other only according to their de-
generacies in the oNM. All components were assigned a harf-
width of 80 cm-I. The local-mode fundamental frequency is
not exactly the same as either of the correspond.ing normal-
mode component frequencies. The value zggi- "*-1 gave a
better fit for all the overtone bands i-nvestigated than with
either 2gB4 or 3048 .*-1. The difference here is not large
nor is it, unexpected given the physical nature of the problem.

The x, r used here, -55 .*-1, is the cH stretching local-mode
anharmonicity constant computed for methane in (33) The dis-
sociation energy for the reaction cH2c1, + cHCl z t H was not
availabre for use in the Morse reration. since X,, for ben-

zene \^7as only -57.7 cm-l, it is apparent that this constant
does not change radically with structure, so that taking x,,
for dichloromethane the same as that for methane should not
introduce serious errors. The correspondence of curves (i)
and (iii) in figure (2.8) suggest the following selection
rules for the model;

1- Local-mode overtones involving high frequency oscil-
lators are the most i-ntense but, decrease rapidry in intensity
with increasing Av.

2. Combination bands involving degenerate oscillators of
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high frequency and combination bands

and lower frequency appear with much

t Iocal-mode overtones' .

involving modes of high

less intensity than pure

For example, the curve labered (ii-i) in figure (2.8)
was constructed assuming the local mod.e overtones were 50

times more intense (this number is corrected for degeneracy)
than a combination band, and as stated earlier all the com-

binatj-on bands were weight.ed relative to each other according
to their degeneracies. The bandwidth of g0 .*-1 used to con-
struct (iii) hras arbitrary. The nature of curve (iii) is
quite different from the normal-mode component curve. How-

ever, in the construction of (iii), there are three parameters;
fundamental locar mode frequency, bandwidth and weighting of
the fundamental overtone relative to the other components.

The first parameter, the fund.amental freguency was used for
all the overtones i-n the dichloromethane series. The second

of the parameters was adjusted to remove fine structure from
the calculated spectrum (as in (3) ) . The final parameter, is
the weighting ratio. rt could be further refined to bring
curves (iii) and (i) into finer agreement (actually a value
of 80 gi-ves the best fit) but the curves illustrated in the
figure point out the nature of the resurt obtained in this
kind of analysis.

A very similar pattern of behavior to that illustr-
ated in figure (2.8) is expected for higher overtone bands.
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The actuar behavior is illustrated j-n figure (2.g) for the
atcg = 5 overtone. As before the dotted curve in part A is
the bandfit curve of the six components risted in table (2.s)
for the cH stretch overtone and combination bands weighted
according to their anharmoni-c contribution to the energy.
The solid curves correspond to the experimental spectrum
(figure (2-7)) . The dotted curve in figure (2.g) part B

represents a bandfit analysis of the states taken from the
oNM using the modes and anharmonicities 2ggL (-ss¡ | 2ggL

(155) | L42g (o) .*-1 with levels weighted.r âs before, accord-
ing to their degeneracies in the oNM except for the cH fund-
amental overtone which was assigned a weight 2oo times that
of a combinatíon band of the same degeneracy. Lower ratios
gave wings in the bandfit spectrum which are not observed

experimentally. Experimentally, as shown ín figure (2.7)r ân

almost structureless band with a small amount of asymmetry

on the high frequency side is observed. The band-width used

in the bandfit analysis was 150 "*-1. The two structures in
part B of the figure compare quite favorably. The slight
shift in peak maxima probably reflects the crud.eness of the
parameter choice. No attempt has been made to adjust Xn
and, for example, if xr r were chosen as -56 .*-1 rather than

-55 .*-1 the calculated peak would be shift,ed 30 "*-r. This
data reflect.s the existance of another important selection
rule, namely that wit,hin the framework of this model, combin-

ation bands falI more quickly in intensity than the loca]-mod.e
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Figure (2 -9) calculated and observed cH stretching over-
tone band corresponding to ArCH = 5.

A- (------), the calculated bandfit curves

for the anharmonic normal mode components

taken from table (2.5) r (-) , schematic

representation of the low resolution experi-
mental spectrum. B- (-----), computed bandfit
spectrum of the overtones and combinations of
the modes with frequencies and anharmonicities
2g9L (-SS) , 2ggl (-SS), and L42g (0) .*-1 wirh
a weighting of the fundamental local mode

overtone 200 times that of a combination band

of the same degeneracy. All computed compon-

ents were assigned a band.width of 150 .*-1.
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fundamental overtone bands. This result is positive in the
following sense. The intensity of the combination bands

will increase relative to the overtone component towards the
lower overtones. This is what is required for convergence

at lower av to the more traditional normal-mode overtone
combination pattern, which generally does fit the data in
first and second overtone regions in many molecules (1, 34).
At higher energies, the eigenstates of the molecular Hamil-
tonian, excited in the radiat,ion field, correspond physically
to more localized states than the eigenstates lower in energy.

rt, should also be noted that if this trend of over-
tone patterns is followed, one would expect that bandshapes

for even higher overtones, should they be resolved, would be

very simple and correspond armost entirely to the effective
excitation of fundament,al local-mode overtones. There are
problems with clean spectra at higher overtones (figure (2.6)

part C) but a similar analysís was performed for the

ArCH = 6 band. Within the framework of this model, the

structural aspects observed for the band in figure (2.7)

part, B correspond to the rovib structural aspects expected

for single oscillator excitation along with noise from the

optical region. Once again the anharmoníc normal-mode pat.tern

expected is not observed, in agreement with the conclusions

reached above.

The overtone band corresponding to ArCH = 7 ís lost
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investigated. The

1s6oo cm-l (s3Boå.)

of figure (2.7) .
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so that no details of its structure may

expected local-mode overtone comes at
and this position is indicated in part

be

Finally, there is optical activity in the regions
between the cH overtone bands even at the higher overtones.
For example, in figure (2.6) in the 70008 to g2008, region
there are a complex series of structural features. A very
similar series of structural features is observed in the
9800 to 106008 region. These structures vanish for higher
overtones and are very prominant at rower energies near the
'harmonic' fundamentals. Both of the regions mentioned

above fal1 out of the scope of the anharmonic normal-mode

analysis given earlier but have interpretations within the
framework of this oNM method. A brief discussion of the
regíon between 7600 and g20oå. follows to introduce some

general aspects of a more comprehensive study of these regions
in overLone spectra.

The observed maximum in the central structure (fig-
ure (2.6) ) fa1ls at approximately 8050å G2422 cm-l) which
is approximately 1100 .*-1 to the high energy side of the
observed (1) band maximum for the ArCH = 4 overtone. (A

similar maximum is observed at approximately 10300å. (9700
-1. , -1cm -) approximately 1000 cm' to the high energy side of the

ÂtcH = 3 band). The oNM constructed using frequencies and
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anharmonicities 299I (-55) | 29gI (-55), and 1266 (0) (the

latter frequency being a normal harmonic cH bending mode

frequency of the cHrctrmolecule) yields states aL L2r95,
12305 , L2435, r2s65t 12650 and L2655 .*-1. A si-milar map

constructed for the modes 299r (-55) | 2ggr (-55), and

1429 (0), where again the r42g mode corresponds to a cH

bending mode, gives rise to states ranging from r272s to
13275 cm-l. This suggests that the more intense combination
activity involves a combination of cH stretch and cH bending
vibraÈions (first order descriptíon) of a specific physical
nature since "here combinations involving the 1266 .*-1 appear
to contribute more to the observed features than the corres-
ponding combinations for the r42g "*-1 vibration. That is,
all possible combination band.s of high and low frequency

oscillators are not optically actíve, but instead, only
select ones. More work ís required here to bay whether these
observations in relation to this model have phlrsical signifi-
cance.
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L. GENERAL CH OVERTONE ACTTVITY

To conclude this introduction of a ne\^/ approach for
the description of overtone bands for xH' moieties, it is
of interest to compare the overtone spectra for a series of
haloqenated hydrocarbons whose cH' structure varies. For

example in (32) the overtone bands corresponding to Ârc' = 4

are illustrated for a large series of halomethanes and

ethanes, some corresponding t,o gas phase spectra and others
to liquid phase spectra. Two observations are of importance

here. Firstly, in this large series of compounds where the
anharmonic normal-mode overtone spectral structure would be

expected to vary widely, there are surprisingly Iittle band-

shape differences. The largest halfwidths are of the order
of 2oo .*-1 and quite often are much ress. The largest
bandwidths occur for the structures clHny* where n is the

largest, but this is expected in the local-mode model as the
number of nearly degenerate oscillators is greatest. This

simplicity of band structure is what is expected within the

framework of the model developed here. secondly, it is of
interest to note that some rovib structure is generalry ob-

servable ín the gas phase overtone spectra. This structure
offers the possibility of a comparison of this structure
with more detailed model calculatíons where the effects of
rotation are included.

To be more specific, it might be useful to look at
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some overtone spectra taken for a series of related hydro-

carbons in higher overtone regions. Also some hydrocarbons

with nonequivalent cH groups are examined in relation to the
theory. The spectra of methane and ethane r^¡ere recorded

using the apparatus and techniques described in the appendix

and the spectra of the alkyl-substituted benzenes were re-
corded as described. for the dichloromethane data.

The methane and et,hane overtone spectra are shown,

as recorded (see appendix) in figure (2.r0) in the region
from atcg = 3 to arcg = 6 (4v"" = 7 not resolved) and the
calibrated spectra are shown in figure (2.11). The methane

spectrum is a composite of two spectra taken at 1150 psi
using two slidewires. The same is true for the ethane

spectrum where the pressure hras 580 psi. The research grade

samples hrere obtained from phillips petroleum company.

The band maxima for the AtCH = 4, 5, and 6 transí-
tions wêre measured as an average over several spectra run

at different speeds and the results are summarized in table
(2.6) - The line spectra of the cH stretching overtones of
these compounds have been previously reported (35). The

data here helps to define the rovib origins of the bands and

records the less intense combination regions of the spectrum.

The difficulties with these line spectral assignments were

mentíoned by Herzberg (1). The difficulties of assignment

of bands is at least partially resolved here. Here the main
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Figure (2.r0) The overtone spectra of methane and ethane

in the region from t4o0oå to 5000å.. The

gas phase spectra were taken at 1150 and :,;', :,,i: ,,:

580 psi respectively in the 10 cm cell
described in the appendix
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Figure (2.Ll-) Catitrrated overtone spectrum of methane

and ethane in the region from 1 OOO8. to
o50004. The gas phase spectra were taken

at 1150 and 580 psi respectively.
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Table (2.6)

Molecule Overtone

Av=4 Av=5 Av=6 Av=7

Methane BBB0å, 7z6gil
e ee o8,t 7 25oR 6 19oA 5 43oA

Ethane so62R 7424N 6s3oÂ s6003,
g ozo8t 7 42oR 6 320å.

a - approximate bandmaxj_mum from line spectra (24)
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interest lies in the comparison of the general features of
these spectra to those of related molecules.

There is a striking similarity between the two over-
tone spectra especially in the higher overtone regions. The

number and symmetries of the normal-mode fundamental-s might
have led one to expect rather more complicated bands for the
ethane molecule (in a normal-mode approach). These spectra
look very much like the dichloromethane spectrum described
earlier. That is, a local-mode pattern seems to develop for
both of these molecules. superpositions of these spectra
with the spectra of benzene, dichloromethane, and. chloroform
show that the spectra are almost identical (except for fre-
quency shifts to be discussed) past Av = 3 or 4. The common

features among the spectra are noL limited to t,he cH overtone
regions entirely

The very evident frequency shifts of the cH overtones

among the molecules discussed in this report raise the
question of what one might expect in the overtone spectrum of
a molecule which contains non equivalent cHn groups. ff the
local-mode model is applied one míght expect to see, for a

molecule with two types of nonequivalent cH groups, two com-

ponents for each overtone bandr providing the CH bonds-are

enough dissimilar that the local-mode fundamental frequencies

of the CH groups are siqnificantly different (see below). fn
order to pnedict whether or not the components would be resolved

one requires a measurabl-e eharacterizer of the cH bond to be
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correlated to overtone freguencies . This is discussed in more

detail below.Perhaps one might even expect some correlation
between the integrated areas under such peaks, íf resolved,
and the relative numbers of equivalent cH bonds within each

group. This would imply that the transitíon moment was more

sensitive to the erectronic structure at a cH bond than the
internal symmetries of its envíronment. such an observation
would correspond to the local-mode model but not really to a

normal-mode model of the excited statesr âs can be seen by

the lack of such peak area correlations for the fundamental

vibrations. To look at this question experimentally, the

overtone spectra of benzene, toluene and the three xyrenes

were obtained. The results are given below.

The room temperature overtone spectra of liquid ben-

zene, toluene, o-xylene, m-xylene, and p-xylene were obtained

using the procedures described for dichloromethane. The

samples obtained from Matheson, coleman and Berl r^rere used

as received. The spect,ra are compared ín f igure (2.L2) and

the calibrated spectra are shown in figure (2.L3) for the

ArCH = 5, 6 | and 7 regions. The benzene spectrum has also

been obtained by other workers and is included here for the

purposes of comparison.

The doublet nature of the ArCH = 5 bands is immed-

iately apparent with the peaks around 74oo-7200å at about

the same wavelength as the a1kyl CH groups of methane and
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Figure (2.r2) The overtone spectra of benzene, toluene,
o-xylene, m-xylene, and p-xylene in the
region from 8000A to 5000A at 25o C.
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Figure (2.L3) The calibrat,ed overtone spectra of benzene,

toluene, o-xylene, m-xylene, and p-xylene

in the region 8000A to 5000A at 2SoC. The

assignments are based on the generalized

local-mode model described in the text.
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ethane described earlier, and the peaks around TLoo-72008_

in the aryl cH region as the spectrum of benzene itself
demonstrates. The doublet structures appear for the ava"=6

region as welI,,although there, the band íntensity is rather
weak. rt is evident that there is some correlation between

peak area and the number of equivalent, protons when one com-

pares the spectrum of toluene to that of the xylenes. As

one proceeds towards the lower cH overtone regions, these

doublets appear to become more complex (approaching the nor-
mal mode overtone pattern). This behavior is observed

starting at the Ârc' = 3 overtone as figures (2.L4) and

(2.L5) demonstrate. All these figures appear almost like a

superposition of the benzene and ethane (as opposed to
methane) overtone spectra from these regions. The reason

for this is discussed beIow.

The resolution of the doubrets is forecast on the

basis of the following empird_cal plot (figure (2.16)) of
frequency of the observed ArCH = 5 overtone band maximum

versu.s the deut,erium decoupled frequency of the normal cH

st::etching vibrat,ion (the frequency of the ÂrCH = 1 vibra-
tion when all but one H has been replaced by a deuterium).
For example, in toluene the alkyr and aryl fundamentals are

separated by about 100 "*-1. For ArCH = 5 this difference
is magnified approxl-mately 5 times in the rocal-mod.e model.

Since the band.widths are much less than 500 .*-1 these
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Figure (2.L4) The calibrated overtone spectra of benzene,

toluene, o-xylene, m-xylene, and p-xylene

in the AtCH = 4 stretching region at 25oC.

The assignment is based on the general

local-mode theory.
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Figure (2.r5) The calibrated overtone spectra of benzene, ,,,,.,,,.,
:: ,, 

:toluene, o:xylene, m-xylene, and. p-xylene :

in the ÂrCH = 3 stretching region at 2|oc
The assignment is based on the general

local-mode t,heory.
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Figure (2.1-6) Correlation of observed AvCH = 5 overtone

band maxima with the frequency of the CH

stretching mode arising from molecules

where all but one H atom has been replaced

by a deuterium.
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groups give rise to distinguishable bands in the overtone
spectrum. The linearity of figure (2.l-6) suggests that
knowing the fundamental frequencies of a cH oscillator in a

molecule is enough to predict the cH overtone pattern even

if there are more than one nonequivalent type of cH group
in the molecule.

For example, Hl2cc1, and Ht3cc1, differ ín funda-
mental cH stretching frequency by about 10 .*-1 (36).
According to figure (2.L6) the AvCH = 5 bandma*i*r-"fro,rf¿
therefore fall approximately 50 .*-1 apart. since the band-
widths for the arcg = 5 overtones are normally around 150

2oo "*-1 for a degenerate group of cH oscillators ín Lhis
region, the components for these molecules should express
themselves in a significant broadening of the observed cH

overtone band in an equimorar mixture of these two compounds.

This same type of analysi-s applies to the other
atcH transitions as well. These regularities represent a

significant simplification from the predictions from a

normal-mode approach to the complicated c*H' polyatomic

overtone bands. This last section has illustrated the type
of experiments t,hat might be attempted to stud.y the predic-
tive capacity of the generalízed local-mode theory of poty-
at.omic anharmonicity.
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M. CONCLUSIONS

Experimental bandshapes and bandwidths for xH'
overtone spectra are guite simple and do not seem to support
theories which think of them i-n terms of complex structures
built out of a large series of anharmonic normal-mode over-
tones and combinations. The energies and anharmonicities of
such bands are very close to what would be expected for simple di-
atomie .like xH stretching moÈions where the excitation energy
is localized in a single oscillator rather than delocalized
in a set of degenerate oscillators. This observation is in
agreement with the earlier sections of this work which showed

that for higher energies, a local-mode representation of the
system led to a more diagonal form for the potential energy
matríx than the corresponding anharmonic normal mode repre-
sentation. Physically this ímplies that in a first order
description the eigenstates of the mol_ecular Hamiltonian
which contribute to absorption can be thought of as localized
stat.es. Evidence suggests that this representation becomes

increasingry appropriate at higher and higher energies.
This first order representation of the vibrational states
would simplify both a conceptual picture of photophysical
decays in morecures containing these XH' moieties and also
the corresponding calculations in t.he theory of radiation-
less decay (e.g. Franck condon factors), providing that the
same type of selection rules are shown to be operative in
these processes. The immediate priorities, in my opinion,
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insofar as extension of this work is concerned., would rie
in a fairly comprehensive study of infrared overtone spectra
of a wide variety of morecules, and. then perhaps looki-ng to
resonance Raman for data on the same or similar molecul-es.
The selection rules for small molecule resonance Raman data
appear to be quite restrictive and this data in conjunction
with the infrared data might yield more insight into the
nature of vibrationally excited states in polyatomic mole-
cules.
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CHAPTER 3

THERMAL REACTTONS: THE ROLE OF VTBRATTONS

Molecular beam and chemiluminescence studies are
giving gas kineticists their first detaired look at the role
of vibrat.ional degrees of freed.om in thermal chemical reac-
tions. single vibronic level excitation (svt) and chemirum-
inescence studies are providing somewhat similar information
about the role of vibrations in photochemical decay leading
to chemical reaction. For many yearsrit was not as clear that for
photochernical reactionsrthe vibrational degrees of freedom
might play as important a role in the reaction as they \^rere

assumed to in the case of thermal reactions. The energies
involved in thermal activation imply direct excitation of
vibrational modes. Ho\^rever, the theories of vibronic inter-
actions, developed in the context of general theories of
radiative and nonradiative transfer (-11 made the conceptual
picture of the role of vibrations in such decay more clear
than was understood in the case of thermal decay. Recent

theories of reaction involving the concept of scattering
states has unified the conceptual understanding of thermal
and photochemical decay but does not yet al1ow much communi-

cation between theory and experiment. statistical theori_es

of the rore of vibrations in chemical reactions can be
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compared \,,/ith experiment and although there is a correspond-
ing sacrifice of details of the reaction mechanism in this
type of theory, it does seem an excellent place to try to
understand what the chemical conseguences of anharmonic ef- . 

:. -,1,,,.

fects might be.

Here, the basic theory of thermal reaction, the Rice 
:,,:.:,:.:::.::.Ramsberger, Kassel and Marcus (hereafter referred to as the .::.::,::,

RRKM theory (31¡¡ is discussed with respect to its treatment ,,,..,.

of the vibrational problem. The purpose of the chapter is to
put the study of anharmonicity i-nto perspective, that is to
see how it relat.es to theory.

The fundamental difference between RRKM theory and
the theories of photochemicar decay is that RRKM theory
assumes that the energy distribution in the vibrational- mod.es

of the molecure, after activation (whatever form these modes

may take) is a statisticar one. The mechanísm of distribu-
tion is not explicit in the t.heory. Entropy is quickly
maximized. lvithout anharmonicity no distribution after ex-
citation is possible. (Actually experimental evidence of
energy flow is only beginning to appear in the literature
(31¡. RRKM theory only requires a statistical distribution
of energies and this could be achieved, in the thermal case,
by direct thermal excitation of such a distribution. )

some problems with the setup of the theory itself
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are examined and related to predictions made by the theory
which are the characterizers*co*monly used in comparisons
with experiment. A brief examination of the ori_gin of the
RRKM equations wirl help put the numerical work in perspec-
tive. The advantages of the general local-mode approach in
state counting procedures from a theoretical and practical
point of view will become more clear here. rn no sense is
this chapter a review of RRKM theory.

The term characterizer is used here in reference to anymeasurable property of a_plysical sysÈem-wttiðü-r,"iõ"*'to define that system and distinguiãrr it from ot.helsimilar systems.



A. GENERÄ,L ASPECTS OF

The RRKM theory

sequence of events;

::ìi.::.'.::a) :ì::
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THE THEORY

is concerned with the following

A+M 5 A*+M

A*+M 5a, A+M

A* Uf A+

A+ + producrs

(activation)

(deactivation)

(decay)

(reaction)

(3.1)

where A is the reactant molecule, M is an energy bath and
the k1 r k, ku., k* are rate constants for the processes

which depend on a variety of structural factors and are thus
energy dependent in general. The most crucial aspect of the
theory is the understanding of the processes of decay and
reaction. These two processes taken together describe the

*decay of A in time and thus the reration of this theory to
the dynami-cal theories of coupled systems becomes welr_ de-
fined. The RRKM theory does neglect t,unneling effects and

resonance effects (3-8, 39), so that the semiclassical formu-
lation of the rate equations is not completely satisfactory
from a theoret.icar point of view. The events symbolized by
(3.1) suggest that a steady state in A* would be feasible
and the assumption of such a steady state wourd gi-ve,

(3.2)
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vühere all the rate constants are complicated functions of
energy. Here k, and k, are essentially collision frequencies
modified by a cross section. fn general these activations
and deactivations are extremely complicated processes so
that a priori- theoretical determination of these functions
is not a smal1 problem. rf one assumes that the transmission
coefficient (probability) through a+ is equal to 1 then,

d(Products) = * -*-dr ka(E )rAl

thus

d (Products )
dr = ku.k, [a] [rq]

(3.3)

(3.4)

r, [ptJ * k"

where it is assumed here that this expression describes the
rate of appearance of those products appearing as a result
of the decay of a molecule with energy E*. The k, and ka(E*)
will be thermally averaged in the calculation to generate a

rate constant which may be compared to experiment. A uni-
molecular rate constant is defined,

1¿ : I d(products)Ãunl_ A dt = k. (n* ) :<, [uJ
kJtETE.)

and., def ining

(3 .4 ) can be

kirrf t" the

written,
rate constant as M goes to infinity,

I
k.r_nt

1-À
unl_

+
(3.s)
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To put experiment and theory into perspective it is useful
to look at the shape of the curve which shows hor korri
changes with increasing pressure in the reaction mixture.
For reasonable scares usually 1og korri is plotted against
log M or in general 1og p. Two schematic representations of
such curves are shown in figure (3.1). The curves illustrate
what portion of the curves the literature on the subject
(40) (dotted enclosure) generally encompasses. The differ_
ence in the curves further shows, schematically, the rather
drastic effect a parameter such as the cross section for
activation might have on the fall off. For interesting mole-
cules' even how t,o go about figuring out a cross section,
theoretically, is difficult.. Also, unfortunately, the low
pressure region of figure (3.1) is experimentally inaccess-
ible insofar as a rate measurement is concerned. rt is im-
portant t,o bear in mind how this parameter, the cross section,
might affect the curve in the region that is studied because

the RRKM theory tries to fit theory to experiment while
neglecting for the most part the effects of complicating
factors which might have an effect on activation and de-
actívation rates (kr and k2). Tn the example shown, k, \^/as

changed by a factor of z. The 1ow pressure prateau in the
rate is essentially the activation rate (collision rate times
a cross section). Notice how the effect tends to be masked

at higher pressures (the curves converge to a common 1og k).
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Figure (3.r) A schematic representati-on of a rate constant
fall off curve with pressure illustrating the
experimentally accessible regions (dotted en_

closure) and the type of change which occurs
in the faI1 off curve when one of t.he para_

meters, such as cross sect.ion, is changed in
the theoretical models of the phenomenon.

The activation rate in curve B has been halved
in comparison to curve A.
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Bunker in L973 (4I) proposed that a third plateau
would appear in falr off curves if the vibrational energy

distribution is not thermal, that is if the RRKM random flow
of vibratj-onar energy is not valid. unfortunatery because

of the effect,s of competing reactions this region, too, is
experimentally inaccessible but this does offer exciting
possibirities for the future. His argument is a simple one

and is reviewed briefly here. At very high pressures any

molecule of the ensemble with enough energy to react will
have an extremely short. lifetime because of the high rate of
collisional deactivations. only those molecules which are
excited into vibrational modes closely coupred with the re-
action coordínate wirr decay into the contj_nuum before they
have a chance to react,. Normally reducing the pressure re-
duces the number of such excited molecules correspondingly
but also increases the lifetime in the excited state so the
number of reacting molecules per second stays about the same.

As the pressure is rowered still more the lifetime between

corlisions is long enough that the only effect of a reduction
in pressure is to reduce the number of excited molecules as

in this region all the molecules with enough energy to react.
will react. Thus the rate falrs with pressure in this region.
Now suppose the set of oscillators are weakly coupled with
the rest of the molecule. The pressure where the fall off
begins to occur (lifetime so long that arI molecules with
energy to react do react) will occur at a much lower pressure
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because of the weak coupling. Above this pressure the only
reacting molecures are those in this smalI group closely
coupled to the continuum. But now this smal1 group behaves

in exactly the same \,.ray as a normal RRKM molecule since
they are strongly coupled amongst themselves. Thus as

pressure is increased stil1 further a second plateau will
be reached corresponding to the pressure where the lifetime
of the excited molecule is just long enough that any mole-
cule with enough energy to react will react (with the ímpor-
tant restriction that these molecules are only those excited
into the closely coupled modes as opposed to the first fall
off region where no such restriction applies). Thus non_

RRKM behavior will lead to interesting so called 'farse'
plateaus. This gives one a cl-ue on what to rook for when a
full dynamical treatment of excited state decay becomes pos-
sible. This type of future for this area of chemístry makes

a non-ambiguous formation of RRKM rate equations a real
necessity so that the st,atistical energy distribution assump-

tion can be completely tested.

The central and most important assumption in RRKM

theory is that there is a 'pseudo' equilibrium between A*

molecules and. acti-vated complex molecules A* and therefore
the relative concentrations of these species at any time
(after'equilibrium! populations established) are determined
by the laws of probability arone; i.e., by entropy or statist-
ical effects. By pseudo the theory requires only that the
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system's populations behave 'as if' there were such an

equilibrium being established. At 'equilibrium' the number

of molecules per second passing from A* to A* equals the
number per second traveling in the reverse direction (the
flux of molecules in either direction is the same). The

theory assumes that no molecules actually go from A* to A*
but thaL the molecules in A*, passing to A+, have no way of
rknowing' this and their rate is unaffected by the absence
of a reverse flux. This lack of interference is a classical
approxi-mation and would be expected to hold for quantum sys-
tems only where a very large number of vibrational- modes are
strongly coupled and for short observation times.

Given this assumption the problem becomes one of
essentially determining the partition functions, a feature
which is coilrmon to equilibrium problems. ,That is, the mole-
cures will be partitíoned between A* and A* exactly as they
would be at equilibrium. At. high pressures therefore, wherei,.

ka (E*l [o*] = :.*[a*J (3.6)

(3.7)
* +r +ì Ik- (E ) = k' [a'"r ¡ct --:k-I * * *

LA J lE -+ E + dE

i-e-, steady state in A+. The ratio telzÞj """ in principle
be found by partition function considerations and all that
remains is to id.entify k+. Notice that the energy dependence

of k, (E) is then undersrood by rhe changing ratio [^]ßI wirh
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energy and the change of k+ with energy. However, the ,crux,
of the argument, the ,pinch' which contrors the flow of
molecules from A* to A* is not easy to deal with. what is
k+a How fast do the morecules pass through the activated .i,,,,,,,
complex? How long does the energy linger or what is the time
delay in the region of the activated complex?

, , ,,.,
The establishment of this time scale of reaction has ,,.,,,,,,:,',: ,.:..

been considered from many points of view; all leading to es_ 
.,,,,.,,,,,,':i¡-_sentually the same resurt but few of them are satisfying

from a theoretical or a conceptual point of view. Laidler
(31¡ has discussed the general approaches. Here a few of the
probrems in their application are pointed out. The problems
are included here since they are often not just approximations
but are simply at, variance with the nature of the process
they are to describe. Thus they are of considerable theoreti_
caI interest, and since t.he question is unsettled, the prob-
lems should, perhaps, be raised once again ; ,::

:j- -:..: 
-.:..:.

. ,',. ' '.

Treating the partition function for the 'separable' ,,, ,,,:' -:;,,,:

reaction coordinate as a harmonic oscillator partition func_
tion with the oscillator frequency approaching zero,

lim 1 kTv+o Ëffiv /kr) = * (3.8)

does not relate to any model or potentiar surface for a

diatomic or a polyatomic. rt ignores the origin of the ex-
pression L/E exp (-hv,/otü . The important factor which
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emerges from the treatment kT/h (which has unit.s of moles-I
-1sec -) , seÈs the time scale for unimolecular reactions.

Since the v in equation (3.8) cancels when substituted in
the expression for the rate (3. Z) (k* = v) , it was not
necessary to examine any of the details of the model. (This
criticism comes to mind rather quickly when one is pre-
occupied with a study of anharmonicity. )

Treating the passage over the activation barrier as
a particle of mass m in a potent.ial box of width a yields
the same factort kT/h. The 'particle's' mass drops out of
the calculation since the heavier it is the srower it travels
at any energy E but the heavier it is the greater the density
of states in the box (at the activated complex). The width
of the box drops out of the calculation since the narrov/er
the box the faster it is traversed but also the narrower the
box the less dense the stationary states for the particle at
the activated complex. All these compensating factors yield
once agai-n a simple factor kT/h controlling t,he time scare
of the reaction. The conceptual difficulties here are cl_ear.
There are no infinite or finite potentials in the region of
the activated complex to define any type of box. rf the
box's walls 

'nrere 
also considered. in the limit where the

potentials faII to zero, the method would be acceptabre but
in this case there would be no box at all and the element of
the theory which supposedly gave ríse to the time scaling of
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the reaction would no lonqer be present.

Macomber and Colvin in 1969 (42-) suggested that the
potential 'walls', the restricting potentials, \^/ere those
arising from collisions with other molecules. That is,
motion in the reaction coordinate was restricted by the occur-
rence of collisions with other morecules in the vesser. A

particle of mass 'm' was envisioned to be traveling in a box
of width equal to the mean free path of flight of the mole-
cuIes. Tn a unimolecular dissociation either one of the
fragments can be thought of as the particle. Any two par-
ticles moving under the action of mut,ual central forces can
be analysed from the point of view that one of them is fixed
in space if at the same time a reduced mass is used for the
moving particle (43). Thus the conceptual picture of one of
these fragments moving over the potentiat surface with col-
lisions placing quantum restrictions on its motion ís not un-
reasonable and involves an approximation rather than a com-

pletely artificial physical model. Thus the translational
rcontinuum' of dissociated fragments is not a continuum but
instead is quantized. The time scale of reaction is controlled
by possible energy states of any such particles in 'boxes' of
this size. This model forms a more satisfying basís for the
derj-vation of k* even though the end result is approximately
the same as the other two moders. (perhaps it should be kept,

in mj-nd that the result,s are only identical for these models

at, rather high temperatures where the kinetic energies are
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greater than the barrier heights by a considerable amount. )

Notice that in this theory, albeit semiclassical, there is
no pinch holding molecures in the form A*. The reaction
does not explode int.o the product continuum because only a

fraction of the Èotal number of activated molecules have the
form A* for strict.ly statistical reasons and at all times.
This corresponds to t.he so carled strong coupling quantum

mechanical models.

ïn sunmary, therefore, the time scale of a unimole_
cular dissociation, in the RRKM approximation is fixed by the
thermal velocities of the fragments at energy E* - Eo along
with the restriction that only a statistical fraction of such
molecules exist out of the total number of activated more-
cuIes. The fraction is energy dependant, as are the thermal
velocities of fragments, so that in general the kinetic
parameters are energy dependant.

The rest of the basic framework of the theory has to
do with taking averages over a Boltzman distri-bution of ex-
cited molecules A*. The establishment of Boltzman popula-
tions of A* and A* is assumed in pseudo*equilibrium arguments

involving these states. whether or not these arguments are
good approximations largely depends on vibrational mode

coupling strengths in relation to the time scal-e of the decay

process. Experiment must answer many questions here and in-
formation on excited states is too scarce to discuss the
assumption in det,ail.
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B. THERMAL AVERAGES - DENSITTES OF STATES

To develop a rate expression which corresponds to
kinetic observables, equation (3.4) musL be summed over al_l

*possible E ì

where the Boltzman restrictions are contained impricitly in
k., and dkr/kr. Look at the constant energy components of
this summation. Recall from equatíon (3.7) that to eval_uate

*ka(E-) trre ratio ?o*l1[al i= needed and rhe equilibrium as-
sumptions reduce this to a partition function problem,
namely;

= (L/2) af /Oo*

k =l.d ["Junr_ [AL dr

state

æ
=f*'E=E

*
ka (E ) dkr/k2

o'T-1+klE)
(3.e)

(3.10)

of states

E. so
l_

(3 .11)

in the ex-

wíll factor

râll
ia*ll

I steady

where I = X P.exp(-Eí/kT) and p. is the degeneracyi
or the occupation number of the states with energy

that;

[atJ
-- -rtqLA -I

tali I

¡Ãf ln=u*

___* = Pi exp ( -Ei/kl)7nl "*p 
(-EJ,/kr) .

E=E

For small energy regions around E*, all
ponential are approximately exp (-E*,/kT)

out of (3.11) and cancel.

the terms

and these

.L

= P:
l-

*
/P¡

E=E
(3.12)
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In order to perform the

sidered in small energy

summation in (3.9), (3.I2)
.***rncrementsE +E +AE:-

l-s con-

(3.13)

respect to energy

(3 .14 )

(3.1s)

t"Tlf
tÃTl * *lE=E -E +dE

-r.*
= IP: / Ip..l-'ll- J'

If P were a continuous distribution with
then;

p.(E*) = dxP 
I . dEr-' dE 
lE

for sufficient.ly smalI dE. Thus by defining;

dxP I
I
IdE I*
lu

t(*E+dE
x *
E

*
N(E ) -

then

where N (E )

substitution

**E +dE
L

*
E

Pi(E )
*

= N(E ) ds

is the gradient or state
the decay rate constant

I*', 
- L Q.' P(E')

t-'
*

QlhN(E )

(3.16)

densíty. Using this
(3.7) takes the form.

k(Ea' (3.17)

where L is a symmetry factor (3.S¡; AÏlOr are the rotational
partition functions of A* and A* respectively and h is planck,s
constant.

This expression (3.L7 ) leads to difficulties in the
RRKM calculation and the origin of these difficulties is out-
lined below.
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C. NATURE OF PROBLEM

euite generally in chemicar physics, theories of
transitÍons between states of some zeroth order molecular
Hamiltonian are formulated in terms of a quantity N(E), the
d.ensity of states at energy E. euantities such as rate con-
stants for transitions which relate directly or implicitly
to observables are developed in terms of N(e)'s rather than
in terms of the more fundamental concept occupation numbers.

This approach is used since at some time an averaging pro-
cedure over a specific energy range is usually carríed out.
If some analytic form of N(E) can be constructed, then t.he

averaging will involve an íntegral f*rf tul N(E)de ratheråt
than a summation; and algorithms for integration are readily
available.

ïn any problem, N(E) must eventuarly be evaluated
numerícaIly. The definition for quantized systems is extra-
polated from t,he definítíon of the sum of states curve.
However, the problem is that the sum of states w(E) is a step
function which satisfies none of the criteria for the exist-
ence of a derivative at the points of interest so a new

definitíon for N(E) is necessary. But, as will be shown

below, the usual defínition used for most practical algor-
ithms is not entirely satisfactory unless in the calculation
the defined N(E) is eventually carefully 'integrated' out, of
the problem. only then will it be assured that the function



corresponding to a given observable wilr not depend on how

this N(E) is defined. Tt is also shown below that the
numerical calculation of N (E) neither approaches the value
that a polynomial approximation t.o lrl(E) would yield nor is
N (E) independent of the step size used for stat.e counting,
even for almost continuous data.

(163)



D. DENSTTY OF STATES AND OCCUPATÏON NUMBERS

N(Ei) is step size dependent. This can be demonstra-
ted as follows. consider a maniford of levels L' L* L3

..Ln with occupation numbers p' p, p3 ..pn.
Associate with each 1evel L. an energy Ei, Li*, ., energy
Ei*, etc.i where Ei*, - E. = AEi_ = 

^E 
for all j- = I, 2, 3 ...

n-1. Tf v{¡i is the sum of all occupat.ion numbers from
f, = 0 to 

" = Ei, then the definition of density of states
usually applied ín practical algorj_thms is (42¡.

N.=Éwl _¡w = wi*r-wi Pi*,-'r dE lP = Ei - ¡n - 
_".' 

-: 

= Ë (3.18)
r*r -i

A simpre numeri-cal exampre illustrates how the step size
affects the numerical value of the density of states. The

choice of aE becomes critical to the absolute value of N(Er)
and the intuítive feeling for what N(Ei) means becomes un_

clear in these quantized systems. For exampre , íf !À/e u.se

the occupat.ion numbers, p, = 3, ps = S, pz = 2, and p. = 0

for i = 3, 5, 7 | then if we choose AEi = 2, we obtain

N(Er)=3/2 =1.5 and. m(Er) Ag=3
N(E3)=5/2 =2.5 m(Es) AE=5
N(Es)=2/2= I N(Es) AE=2¡

but if we choose aE = 1 (unnecessarily smarl for accurate
state counting), then we obtain

(l-64)
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andN(E1)

N(82)

N(83)

N(84)

N(Es)

N(86)

0

3

0

5

0

2

lü(Er) ¡U

N(Ez) ¡e

N(Es) ¿n

N(E+) ¡e

N(Es) ¡s

lü(Eo) ¡e

0

3

0

5

0

2

Note that, when N(E) / 0, although N(E) itself is dependent

on aE' the product N (E) 
^E 

is not dependent on AE for cor-
responding N(E). Notice also that, in reality, the density
of states is mostly zero in the energy space and undefined
elsewhere since the first d.erivati-r" ülrs!¿vqurve 

ag ls = f,. 
is not con-

tj-nuous over E. This arnbiguity in the densit$ of states
can't be avoid.ed ín chunky space; i.e., in quantized systems.

The density of states must be eventually integrated out of
the problem. Alternatively, theories can be formulated. in
terms of occupation numbers alone which are well defíned and

exact. The effect of this problem in calcurations of practi-
cal interest will be demonstrated but first let us consider
the same calculation, only now i,tre wi1l assume Èhat the
function !'7 is continuously differentiable over E.

rt is shown here that even if vf were continuous, in
molecurar systems vü increases so rapidly that the approxi-
mation

N(Ei) - piar,/,tu (3.I9)

is extremely poor. For any numerical work, differential
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quantities would be replaced by finite differences so that

_iW- = )- D"i 'n=0 -n (3.20)

and.

N(Ei) - (we.*¡e - *"r)/AE (3.21)

which for continuous vü would converge to some limit as

ÂE + 0. (As was arready ¡:ointed out, this convergence does

not take place in quantized systems. rf pE. is not continu-
l-ous, then letting ÂE get as smatl as possible will lead to a

nonconverging set of values for N(Ei).)

suppose however, that vf(pi) is continuous and in fact
can be approximated by a polynomial. vte wilr use an ad.-

vancing difference polynomial as an example

wE = (1 + ¡)E vüo

where alvo = !{, - vü0 and E is defined with respect to some

standard energy. Therefore we have WE = 1 + E^ + "("j.¿)¡'
. E(E-1)(E-2)A3 

rr 2i
r 

---.f- 
+ WO where if E is replaced by

E - EOr then WO is replaced by WO. Now

wn*og = I 1 + (e+on) + (E+ôE)(E+ôE-1)A2 + ...]w^L T ]U
and

we+6n - v\ïE = l- uuo + (2868 - ôE) ^2 + I
L 

--- '-- Zi. " " l 
FIo'
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Thus if

N (E) = lim (wn*ôn - vfE),/ôE
ô+0

then

N(E) = Iim l^ * 
QE=J..)A2

I
ô+0

Now, for molecular sysÈems, the !rI" are extremely rapidly
rising functions of E (we will show below that they are in
fact exponentiatly increasing) .

Now

AWO=Wl-VfO=Pl

+ .....].0 (3.23)

(3.22)

(3.24)

and

L2 wo=p2 pl (3.2s)

For such rapidly rising functions, certainly the L2 and

hígher terms are not smalI. successive differences don't
converge quickly to zeror so that even if wE were continuous-
1y differenti-abIe, the computation of N(E) from numerical
data would be difficult. (The best way around this problem

is to go to a graphical sorution where (wg*6u -wE) 6E may be

found directly. This type of solution would be necessary

even for small grain or step sizes.)

For the purposes of state counting, rotational and

víbrational degrees of freedom are considered separable.
This separability leads to a sum of rovib states and a
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density of rovib states expression which can be part.itioned
into a sum of prod.ucts of purely rotationar_ factors and

purery vibrational factors. Thus in examining any grain
size dependence, rotat,ions and vibrations can be treated
separately. Here we will show that the grain size depend-
ence of rotat.ional densities is smal1 and predictable so

that the problems encountered with rovib state counts can be

traced back mainly to the vibrati-onar state count.

The sum of rotationar states up to energy E, is to a

good approximation (40, 45.)

E_- Tw(Er' =utt= 
o 

P(Er) = Qr. f urtiã ß.26)
r r(1 + ,)t Lrl

2

where r represents the number of rotational degrees of free-
dom in the modeI,' Qr the rotational partition function and T

is the ganma function. Forst (45) has studied the relation_
ship of vv(Er) to an exact count of rotational states for
different rotational models (r = It 2) and concludes it
would be satisfactory for the RRKM type of integration where

contributions due to very small Er, although in error, would
not affect the final resurt significantly. This formul_a is
used in pract,ice and so is treated here as the basic rota-
tional state count approximation.

Now using finite differences, simulating the numeri-
cal approach used in practice, ¡(Er) is
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N (Er) w(Er + 
^) - 

I/ü(Er) /A

r
1\zí- r
mJ [", * N2

rrY

= Qr 7t)t u,2 ftr+o\z
'('*;)lrr/ L\ {)r/

polynomial
TT

r\ZrzG^ r r Í^\'Io'1 Ã= Lt*.r 2- t[n t T l
3.28)

Qr

rm\ Tl'
m (er)

Qrl
T-il\

T/
_ ,,rf 

/o

(3.27)
and expanding the

I

(

ïn the three cornmon moders where r = 1, 2, 3, t,he expression
in brackets is an alternating infínite series for r = L, 3

and a very simple expression for r = 2. rn fact for r = 2

the A dependence drops ouL completely.

The error in neglecting higher order terms in the
expression tor r / 2 depends only on the ratio (a/ør) which
is usually very smalr because of the nature of the counting
which gives rise to Er>>A in general. At worst E, = A, and
in this case the seríes, in brackets, becomes

r (r-2)m* (3.2e)s=!+
2

r (r-2) (r-4) _2.).r.1r4 - - J¡

This is a sum of products of terms which are al_l- less than 1
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so that this is an alt,ernating decreasing series and there_
fore the trunÇation error in the series is less than the
first term neglected. This is arso true for the case when

E, is greater than Â in which case the trunoation error is
much smaller and decreases as the ratio L/Er. Most of the
contríbutions to vü(Er) are from states where Errra so that
one expects a trunkation error of very small magnitude and

in fact the error ô, when only the first term in A is re-
tained, is given by

or expressed as a fract.ign of the approximation

, (3.30ù

(3.31)

and only the approxima-

rl¡ \
ã¡E /'r

"r
2

A
E

T

(r-2)
2

f I o¡¡¡ r(r-2)lL 12
æ¡_ls Is I'r

o

ñrn )r'

Again for r =

ting function
2 the error ô is zero

introduces error.

Therefore, in the numeric evaluation of the density
of rovib states the dependence of N (Er) on a will be slight
and the analytic derivative of !ü(Er) with respect to E, can

be used for N(Er). Because of this insensitivity, attention
can be focused solely on the vibrational part of the summation

where the Â dependence is quite different.

Now that at least the problems have been identified,
a few examples in practical situations will illustrate their
effect on calculations.
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,**
P (Evr) and N (E )

:i::l:::ïj:::.ií-lt:t.r:1.r: _r::::;::: 
:,":-1-.-.-

E. DENSTTY OF STATES fN RRKM THEORY

With respect to the previous discussion
two quantities of central importance in the RRKM

there are

theory.

(3.32 )

where the + refers to 0 the energy that is free to flow
statistically in the molecule, * represents energy above the
ground state reactant molecule energy, and. E+, is the energy
of a given rovib state.

I
E.

W*=I
l-E' -0vr

The first, a sum of
but there is a problem with
of states, as \,vas described

The equation for density of

occupation numbers is no problem

the second quantity, the density
in equations (3.I0) to (3.17).

states was

*
* * * E+dE

N(¡)dE =X*
E

**
The context of the use of N (E ) in equation (3.9) makes it
clear that only the integration of dk.,/kz over all posible

*E would be physically meaníngful. However, more serious

than this limitation are the diffículties associated with

any attempt to try to establish a numerical value for the

d.ensity of statesrN(E*), and thus for dk, (kZ is usually

assumed to be related to the classical collision frequency

modulated by a cross section factor).

*

P.
l_ (3.16)

In practical work (44) the evaluation of N(E*) is



attained by changing the dE to Â8, a finite difference, so

that

However it has just been shown

*P|/LE (3.33)

that this substi"tut.ion 1eads

**N(n)
*E+AE

E

oo

I
tr

E=E (3.34 )

-'ll+ k2' M -t"*nT Ix P (E;r)

QrN (E

This expression r,lras originally defined

the rate constant for the transfer from

to the activated state. Thus

:kr
ka(E ) = L'

*in terms of k. (E ) ,
the energized state

(3 .17 )

intuitive physical meaning but both

well definedrexcept for the latter
pressure limits are considered

I

oi
q

-L**xP(Evr)/ N (E )

to difficulties for non-continuous data since vt- is increasl-ng
_ej

so quickly.

conceptually dk, has meaning but is defined in terms
of a quantityrN(E),that is ilI-defined. N(Ei) must always
enter a calculation as a productrN(E, ) Au. . How does N(E)

actually enter the RRKM rate expression? The basic frame-
work of the rate expression (3.9) is reproduced below

unr_

Again t,his quantity has
*k (e ) and k are nota' unl_

when either high or low

¡P tni, exp (-an* /kr) _ *
dE
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**:t*since N (e ) drops out or enters as ,rN(u-)dE- respectively.
Note that it is k, which is calculated in the previ-ousry
cited RRKM program Uq¡.Even with .rN*(E*)dn*, if 

^E 
is choosen

too large, some states will be missed in counting and then
***

/¡u (n )du will again depend on the choice of 
^8. 

Thus the
smaller oners choice of ÂE , the larger N*(E*) becomes

(approaches æ). However, the smaller ÂE becomes the more

accurate the integral ,ru*1n*) de*.

since most RRKM work has concentrated on the fall off
region between high and low pressure limits (41) the above

considerations are most important. some of the conclusions:
that are reached concerning the numbers of active modes

etc.,which shift the fall off curves into the experimentally
observed curves may be overemphasized, since the problems

mentioned above give rise to the same type of effects on

the fall off curves as do changes in physícal parameters (4g).
rn order to see that t.he density of states problem actually
affects the RRKM integration in magnitudes which are com-

parable to other fact,ors in model calculations (40), one

can look at equation(3.34) in greater depth in a typical
situation where the grain size used in the integration is
small enough that the graining problem is encountered. The

equation has the form

r: ry(]ll exp (-Elkr)
I + b vü(E)

N (E+Eo) P

k.=a
unl- (3.35)
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inrhere P ín the pressure, and when this expression is inte
grated numericarLy, it will be represented as a sum of inte-
grands times the grain size

k,.-. = a AE X V,I(E) exp (-ElkT)un.r- n # (3.36)E=o ,.br(Ð
G-ol n

( The sum is performed in steps of 
^E 

). It is useful to
consider how an arbitrary term in the sum varies with grain
size and then to consider the importance of that term in
relation to others at any particular pressure. By looking at
those pressures of interest in the fall off curves, the effect
of the problem on the integration itself can be estimated.

Tn the region where fa11 off occurs, the only terms

ín equation (3.36) tfrat can be of major importance in the
integration are those where b w(E)/N(E+Eo) p is comparabre

to the number 1. Reca11 that kurri changes over severar orders
of magnitude on typical faIl-off curves , and. this wourd

not occur if the major contríbutíons to the integral \,vere from

terms where P was either very large or very small ( in the
latter case a linear dependence in predicted and this is
not observed ). Thus if krrri is.to be pressure dependent, the
changes ir k,rrri wíth changing pressure must come from the

terms in the summation where b vü(E)/N(E+Eo) are affected
significantly by the addition of the constant l. (note that
although for very small P, (large denominator) rkuni is affected,
but the whole term is itserf too small to contribute to the
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overall summation, so that again a pressure independence

is predicted). Therefore, as an example, consider those

terms where b üI(E)/N(E+E.) p ranges from 0.01 to 100 j_.e. rthe
denominator ranges from 1.01 to 101.Now if the grain size
v¡ere halved, doubling N(E+E') , then the denominator would

consist of t,erms like (1.005 ,r.2s,2.0r 10. o,50. 0) instead of (

1-01,1.50r3.0r19.0,99.0) terms originating from the original
grain size. The-ratios of corresponding denominators would

t,hen be (1.01:1r1.20:I,1.50:I,1.90:1,1.99:1) . Since the grain
size has been halved, and thus ÂE + AF,/z, half the terms in
the new summation will go to zero. However, the non-zero
terms in the numerator of equation (3.36) will all be changed

by this factor of 2. Thus in the example above the ratio of
numerator to denominator for the single terms changes by

factors of (1.98, I.67, 1.33, 1.05, 1.01) in a doublíng of
the grain size. That is, when the grain size is doubled, all
the terms which change significantly with pressure are changed,

and this change ís r orr the average, about by a factor of
1.5:1. As mentioned previously t,he observed pressure dep-

endence ís large, and therefore the terms above must form

a significant part of the overall summation. Thus, one

would expect that halving the grain size would decrease the

overall sum,

change in log

Similar1y, if

uni., by roughly 1.5:1, which corresponds to a

k.--., (at a given pressure) of about O.Z units.unr_

the grain síze hrere reduced by a factor of I0,
one would expect a decrease ín kuni by a factor of approx-

by from .3 to .8 units.Theseimately 2 to 6 times or 1o9 krrrri
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shifts in the falI-off curves are comparable to many of the
effects of model changes on fall-off cuïves described by

Robinson and Holbrook (40), who irlustrate the effects of
frequency changes, deactivation rates, activation energies
etc. ¡ ofi the rate a,rr-r"=I

R.ecently Christiansonrprice and trVhitehead ( ,f .efrys.
chem.78r2326(L974fi reached the same conclusions using-
a. d'i.fErent theoretical analysis. That there was a
problem affect.ing rate constant calculations was noticed
9y frÇy,Hopkins and Vinall (J.Chem.Soc.Faraday Trans.I 6g,
1874 (1972)) in a paper on the thermal isomerizãtion of
cyclobut.enes.
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F. ÏLLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

Examples of density of states calculationsrusing a

harmonic oscillator model and both exact and approximate

level counts, are illustrated in figures (3.2) and (3.3).
The leveIs chosen for the model calculations have the
following harmonic frequencies and degeneracies: 3000 (2),
1500 (3) , 1000 (2) , 900 (2) , 500 (2) , and 4OO (1) .*-1. The

most efficient counting scheme for exact counts of energy

levels is the Beyer swinehart (Bs) algorithm (26) which

has been programed for the oNM work earlier. Both a harmonic

and an anharmonic algorithm exist and the two have been

combined for the state counts in t.he harmonic cases in
figures (3.2) and (3.3) and in the anharmonic cases in
figure (3.4). The results are exact for a step size of 1.*-1
for integrar frequencies. The computing time ís almost

directly proportional to the grain size and number of
degrees of freedom involved so that if only estimates of
occupation numbers are required, larger grain sizes can be

used in relatively short, computational times.

curves 1 and 2 ín figure(g.z)have been obtained on the
basis of the BS algorit,hm and are exact for the grain sizes
used (10 

"*-1 for curve (1) and 50 "*-1 for curve (2)). The

third count in figure (3.2) is an approximate count, the

Itlhitten Rabinovitch semi-classical count (44) , and is included
here for the purposes of comparison. Both exact counts lead

to the same sum of all levers ( xpi). up to 24400 "*-1 the
sum is 9. 01 x 108. The point to note from figure ß.2) is that
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Figure (3.2) Harmonic oscillator count for model system with
frequencies (.*-1) and degeneracies: 3000 (2),

1500 (3), 1000 (2), 900 (2), 500 (2), 400 (1).

1- An exact count with grain size lO cm-l.
2- An exact count with grain size 50 "*-1.
3- V,Ihitten Rabinovitch semi-classical count.

Counts (1) and (2) are exact and lead to a sum

of levels up t,o 24400.*-1 of 9.01 x 108.
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Figure (3.3) Harmonic oscillator counts for model system

described in figure (3.2). The grain sizes and

sum of states up to 24400 cm-l arei (4)-300 cft-l,
3.34 x 109. (5)- 2oo "*-1, 1.89 x 109. (6)-
loo .*-1, 9.01 x lo8.
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as predicted by the arguments given in the earlier sections,
the density of statesras defined by equation (3.19)rdepends

on the grain size even for these exact counts. The scare
for density is logarithmic so that the spread between them

represents a factor of 5, exactly the grain size ratiorwith
N (E) decreas j-ng as the grain size increases.

rn figure (3.3) all counts \^rere obtained on the basis
of the BS algorithm, but only curve (6) wíth a grain size
of 100 .*-1 is exact. Curves (4) and (5) (grain sizes of
300 "*-1 and 2OO "*-1 ¡espectively) are approximate, and in
fact the points here do not fall on as smooth a curve as the
exact counts. Figure (3.3) illustrates two points. Curve (6)

corresponds to the largest grain size that can be used while
still maintaning an exact count. yet it seems clear that in
no way does N (E) approach a limit as this grain size is
approached from above or below. Furthermore, the result
observed for exact, counts, namely that N(E) decreases wit.h
increasing grain size r rro ronger holds for the approximate
counts, (4) and (5), which both show increased N(E) rel_ative
to (6) - rn fact, for approximate counts,it is impossible to
predict apriori whether there will be overcounting of levels
as in the case of curves (4) and (5) where the sums of states
up to 24400 cm-1 are 3.34 x 109 and 1.89 x 109 r.=p..tive1y,
or undercounting. These points are import,ant since they
demonstrate the dependence of N(E) on definition.
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Finallyrto illustrate the effect of anharmonicity on

state counts, a series of BS anharmoni_c oscillator counts
are illustrated in figure (3.4). The fundamental frequencies
and degeneracies are the same as for figure (.3.2) and (3.3)

but the following (diagonal) anharmonicities (cm-l) have been

assigned to the six vj-brational modes: curve (7) _ (_g0, _L2,

-8, -7,0r 0), curve (B)-( 0r 0, 0,0, 0,0), curve (9)_
(-50, -5, O, 0, O, 0), and curve (10)- (-g0, -5, O, 0, O, 0).
The grain sLze used was 10 .*-1 and the sum of IeveIs up to
24400 cm-l is t.lo x 1010 (l), 0.09 x to10(g), 0.r7 x 1010(g),
and O.I7 x 1010(fO) respectively. Curve (B), the harmonic

curve, included for the purposes of comparison, is the same

as curve 1 of figure (3.2). ft is interesting to note that
over the energy range of the curve,s r whì ch corresponds to
moderate chemical energies (30-70 Kcal/mole), that the intro-
duction of anharmonicity changes the state count sums sig-
nificantly, and also changes N (E) quite substantially. An

important point in this regard. is that.the harmonic curve (g)

generally indicates a higher density of states than the an-

harmonic curves in this region, despite the fact that the
sum of states is substantially lower for the harmonic case.

This result is clearly a manifestation of the numerical
procedure used to calculate N (E) ,and illustrates the mis-
leading character of the N (E) function in this type of
quantized system.

The anharmonic and harmonic level counts become expon-

ential fairly quickly and therefore extrapolation of level
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Figure (3.4) Direct counts using anharmonic oscillator
mod.els wit,h fundamental frequencies ("*-1)
and degeneracies as in figure (3.2) and

(diagonal) anharmonicities and sums of all
levels up to 24400 "*-1 as follows;

(10)- (-80, -5, O, 0, 0, 0) O.I7 x 1010 states.
( 9)- (-50, -5, 0, O, O, 0) O.L7 x 1010.

( 8)- ( 0, 0, O, 0, O, 0) 0.09 x 1010.

( 7)- (-80,-!2,-8,-7t Ot O) l.1O x 1010.

The grain size used in all cases hras 10 .*-1.
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sums to higher energies from limiting slope calculations
would be possible. However, the limitations of an anharmonic
potential model should be kept in mind when considering energy
limits for such extrapolations (26).

rn summary, therefore, a few concrusions can be drawn.

At thermal energies where the vibrational revels still form
a discontinuous energy spectrum there is a great deal of
difficulty in using the concept of density of states in
calculations. For the purposes of dealing with faIl-off
curves in RRKM t.heory, a reformulation of the theory with-
out the subst.itution described in equation (3.15) will be

necessary to deal with realrquantized systems. Also, in
deali-ng with photochemical reactions and with other radiative
or radiationless vibronic transitions, where Èhe energies
involved imply a much smoother W(E) curve, care must be

taken in calculating N(E) since ÂW,/ÂEg=g. = N(Ei) is only
approximate for such rapidly increasirrg lrrrr"tions.
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G ANHARMONTCTTY

To conclude this terse introduction to the RRKM theory
of unimolecular reactions, a brief look at the concept of
anharmonicity within the context of this rate theory follows.
ïn Herzberg's classic work on the infrared and Raman spectra
of polyatomic molecules (I) he says, " ..... ....These consider_
ations emphasize the need for more detailed investigations of
overtone and combj-nation vibrations of all thermodynamically
important molecules. .......". He was referrj_ng to the calcu-
lation of vibrational- partition functions in that paragraph.
The partition function of the harmonic oscillator

Qi = ( 1+exP(-hvlkr) )-1 (3.37)

is not entirely adequate..since it always will underestimate
the actual partition function. rn large molecules, where

there are a large number of degrees of freedomrthe anharmonic

correction can be quite important as the N(E) curves of ::,
t::_ ::-'

figure (3.4) indicate. Because the partition functions often ,,,,'',,
t,,t,, 

-t,

appear as ratiosr ërs for example in equation (3,10), there will
be a tendency to have at least a partiar cancellation of
errors. However, because of the higher vibrational energies 

,,,,,,.,, iinvolved in an A* state in comparison to the A*state, complete :,::.':-

cancellation would not be expected. For some thermodynamic

calcurations, where the absolute varues of the partition
funct'ions are of importance, anharmonic vibrational partition
functions are significantly different from the harmonic 

.

partition functions only for 1ow frequency vibrators at high
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temperatures. consider the following set of partition func-
tions. (rn these caculations care must be taken to avoid models
in which the 'anharmonic limit' is at a 1ow enough energy

that Eli*it = kT. physically this is often the case, and

this illustrates an important limitation to our conceptual
understanding of rate processes , in ,, so,,,,fa:¡sas-Èhe:;moders

for these processes reftect that understanding.) fn table
(3.1)the effect of temperature and frequency is illustrated.

rable (3 . 1)

oscillator Temperature g (harm) e (anharm) o (anharm)
Frequency
. .and - equation direct e (harm)
Anharmonicity (3 ' 39) ' 'count

r.00 (- 2) .*-1 30oox L.6277 t.Bgso t.t5g1
3400 (-70) 3000x 1.0000 1. O00o 1.0000

3400 (-70) lo0ooK 1.0076 1.008 4 L.0008

800 (- 5) 50oor 1.1116 1.1138 1.0020

f. ,,Ghus , for partitioning between states o€ the same

total energy (eg., the A+ and A* states), the anharmonic effect ,,.,,,,,,,
is quite important .-. .,t i , *

Anharmonic effects are the means by which the proposed

random distribution of vibrational energy is achieved.This is
implicit in the RRKM theory, even though the vibrational man- ,, , ,

ifold is treated rather more like a set of uncoupled anharmon-
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ic oscillators. Assuming that there is some degree of state
selection (not a necessary assumption in the theory) in ther-
mal activation of molecules, then the RRKM theory impticitly
requires that the víbrational modes be coupled, to allow
for comprete randomizat,ion of the energy in tímes short in
comparison with the time scale of the react.ion. This is
implicit in the calculation of the steady state rat,io A+/A*.
The theory at, the same time presupposes the coupling to be

srnarr enough to allow the modes to be treated. independent.ly in
sosr,far as is needed for the calculation of the partition
function (morecular energy Ievels). The idea of independent

anharmonic modes suggests the locaI-mode model described
earlierrwhere the potential energy matrix is relatively
more diagonal than in the normal mode basis. This conclusion
is independent of the rack of knowled.ge of selection rules
for overtone spectra.Even though off-diagonar , local-
mode couprings may be difficult to extract from spectro-
scopic dat,a, the fact that combination bands do appear in the

overtone spectra is enough to establish that the zeroth
order modes are coupled and thus a mechanism for energy

random,ization established.

rnasmuch as the RRKM theory is a vibrational t.heory of
unimolecular reactions, the very occurrence of dissociation
presupposes the paramount importance of mechanical anharm-

onicity. rf the concept of loca1 modes finds apprication
here, a new simplicity in both calculation and concept of
fundamental unimolecular reactíon mechanism may emerge.
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APPENDÏX

H]GH PRESSURE GAS CELL APPARATUS

Tn order to obtain gas phase infrared spectra at pressures

in the range from 1t.o150 atm. a stainless steel gas line was

constructed to take the gas from standard cylinders to a

high pressure cell which was obtained from Beckman Instruments.

The system is illustrated and a convenient mode of operation,

which allows the gas to be manipulated j-n a relatively
controlled fashion, is described.

A list of components of the systemrwhich appears in figure
(4.1) is given below.

Component-s,

A F-076 Beckman high pressure gas cel1 with .: : : ::.::,:quarLz windows
,.t ..-,..,, .,.,.t', ,,a,B ss-lRs4 Whitey Forged Body valve (regulating ,,.,,,,,.,:, .::,,,',

valve) :

C SS-4P-4N Nupro perge vaIve.

D SS-400- Swagelok female branch T joint.
3TTF

at,,.-.,,', ., ..,, .,

E J'4878 Marsh pressure guage ,24" -4" bottom 
.r ' :Ì':: : r ; ìj

connect (0-3000 psi. ) .

F SS-402-L Standard %" stainless steel Swagloc
nut and ferrule.

G SS-400- Female connector.
7-4.'.''''..''.'...

.:.-.:;.t_.__ _ _

H #15-35 Nitrogen Nipple (%" male pipe).
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Figure (a.r¡ High pressure gas líne assembly for use in
the measurement of the infrared spectra of
gases. The mode of operation is discussed

in the text.
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I #92 Nitrogen nut.
J Any standard high pressure cylinder.

Tubing Þou stainless stee] tubing.

Parts Hrr and J are changed for the different gas cylinders.
The numbers in the table above are for the nitrogen cylinder.
Teflon tape is required to make seals between D and E, G and H, .,,:,':
and r and J (mostly stainless steel to brass connections) . " ''"

'.-,.,',,,t,,

By manipulation of the regulating valve at B and the
cy1inderva1veJ,thesystemmaybepressurizeds1ow1yfor

maximum prot,ection of the quartz windo\,rs. This also allows the 
:

systemtobepressurizedtoanypresSure(t.,20pSi)between

the maximum cylinder pressure and 1 atm., without t.he use of
further regulating valves.

l

To pressurize the gas ceIl the following sequence of
manipulations has been found safe and convenient 

:,:::.1. Seal up entire system with valve B closed . , , 
,,,

2. Pressurize to valve B which remains closed

3. Shut off cylinder valve

4. Open valve B.

5' open cylinder val-ve J' 
"t:"''''l':'6. Close valves J and B.

7. Bleed system from C.

8. Disconnect at C (leaving gas ce1l free for measurement.

.-: -- : -Making swagloc seals with stainless steel is more difficult r,' ,,,

than with copper tubing but once the sear has been made the
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system may be dismantled and reassembled with ease, and

there seems to be no difficulty in obtai_ning the seal again.
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